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Abstract
We report here new and further developments into the MicroBearing device for the MIT
Microengine Program. The all-silicon device consist of a free-rotating microturbine, with
4.2 mm rotor diameter, enclosed within a five wafer fusion-bonded stack. Of note are the
low aspect ratio journal bearing and large journal bearing clearances, primarily limited by
microfabrication, from which stable bearing operation must first be demonstrated as vi-
able. Theoretical modeling of the gas-lubricated hydrostatic journal bearing presents design
charts, a comparative study of existing predictions and investigation into rotational effects
to consider the bearing stiffness during operation. Continued experimental refinements and
exploration with our microfabricated rotor achieved rotational speeds up to 1.4 million rpm
and peripheral speeds in excess of 300 m/s. Extensive experimental data is presented with
analysis, focusing on whirl motion and its harmonic resonances as candidates for instability.
Causes of ultimate failure is suggested with recommendations for further improvements.
Moreover, in an effort to accomplish self-sustained microbearings, the axial thrust bearing
is redesigned for a self-acting spiral groove bearing. The chosen constraint is to incorpo-
rate the hydrodynamic thrust bearing with minimal changes to the current device, whilst
providing the required load and stiffness. Stability analysis and rarefaction considerations
on the optimized design suggests an operating range for the bearing, leading to a hybrid
design for ample stiffhess during initial operation. The design is then developed into a mi-
crofabrication process flow and implemented successfully into the MicroBearing test devices.
Experiments on a hybrid bearing were performed to gage the spiral grooves characteristics.
A purely hydrodynamic aft thrust bearing device is then tested for operation through low
speeds, although the effects of the spiral grooves could not be accurately determined. Finally,
transition to a hydrodynamic operating mode for a hybrid bearing is demonstrated.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Stuart A. Jacobson
Title: Research Engineer, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Thesis Supervisor: Professor Alan H. Epstein
Title: R.C. Maclaurin Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nothing tends so much to the advancement of knowledge as the application
of a new instrument. The native intellectual powers of men in different times
are not so much the causes of the different success of their labours, as the
peculiar nature of the means and artificial resources in their possession.
_Sir Humphrey Davy, 1778-1829.
1.1 Background-The MIT MicroEngine Project
Exploration into the micro-scale domain brings out fascinating effects and allows for creative
devices and systems [29, 20]. Epstein et al. in 1995 presented the feasibility for a MEMS'-
based gas turbine engine with power densities significantly better than the best military
batteries available, enabling new frontiers in propulsion and power generation [26, 27].
The baseline MicroEngine proposed, as illustrated in Figure 1-1, introduces a 1 cm diam-
eter by 3 mm thick Si heat engine with a power density in the vicinity of 2300 MW/m 3 [25].
A power output 10-20 W is estimated for a 10 gram/hr H2-burning engine, with comparable
results for later generation engines burning hydrocarbon fuels [28]. While the cube-square
law2 for power density allows us to achieve the high power density and favors a minimal
'Micro Electro Mechanical Systems.
2Cycle power output of an engine scales with the flow rate and thereby the flow area; weight simply scales
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length scale, other considerations such as Couette drag, combustion efficiency, instrumenta-
tion and microfabrication of critical lengths set the lower bound on the length scale [36, 43].
In addition, an evaluation of the engine performance through classic thermodynamic cycles
suggest equivalent acheivements of the MicroEngine to their full-sized brethens [32, 24].
Figure 1-1: Baseline design of the MIT MicroEngine [25]. Top: Demo engine cross-section at
two different radial locations. Bottom: 3-D section of the demo engine. (Courtesy of Diana
Park)
To demonstrate the technology necessary for a fully-integrated MicroEngine, several main
components were designated for individual demonstration:
1. Sustainable high-temperature efficient combustors: High peak cycle temperatures in
the range of 1200 to 1800 K are neccessary to achieve the desired level of efficiency
for the Brayton gas turbine cycle. Operation at this temperature range, dedicated by
with the volume. The resulting power density then scales directly with the inverse of the length scale.
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silicon material constraints, needs to be validated. Residence time is also an issue on
combustion chemical efficiency. This is discussed in [70, 44] and recent work presented
in [45, 64].
2. Low friction bearings for high-speed turbomachinery operation: A demonstration of
high-speed rotating micro-machinery supported on low friction bearings is necessary.
Tip speeds in the range of 300 to 600 m/s are required for a single-stage centrifugal
compressor pressure ratio of 4:1. Design considerations are presented in [59, 58] and a
26:1 scaled-up "macro" version was pursued [54] to explore the parameter space, given
the uniqueness of our regime from existing literature. To-scale "micro" devices were
reported in [40, 31].
3. Efficient electrical machinery: In the electromechanical conversion for the induction
generator/motor, high temperature and high speed operations create new challenges
to previous MEMS micromotors which typically operate in the range of 10- 8 W [66, 4].
This is discussed in [50] and the results summarized in [51, 31].
Frthermore, in each of these components, the need for proper consideration of material
characteristics is immediately apparent. Finally, extending into the microscale regime also
introduces the inherent challenges of microfabrication, instrumentation and packaging, of
which ingenious solutions often arise in successful devices.
1.2 Development of a MicroBearing investigation
Development of a MicroBearing test device thus stems from attempting to achieve a tran-
sonic Mach number with the turbomachinery. As a quick and simple introduction, Figure 1-2
illustrates the nomenclature involved. The design space, limited primarily by microfabrica-
tion techniques, is significantly different from typical values found in literature, resulting in
23
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the need to explore the rotordynamic stability issues. Specifically, the parameters of concern3
are:
Figure 1-2: Nomenclature terms in the journal bearing.
L/D : A microfabricated journal bearing length, L, to the rotor diameter, D, ratio at 0.075,
an order of magnitude smaller than typical bearings in literature.
W : A rotational speed, W, two orders of magnitude larger than commonly found. This
is due to the required tip speed and small rotor radius.
C/R : A journal bearing clearance, C, to rotor radius, R, ratio at approximately five times
larger than typical reported.
: A nondimensional load parameter4, , approximately two orders of magnitude smaller
than previous reported values. This is because ( scales proportionately with the length
scale.
3Other common nondimensional parameters such as the dimensionless mass, R, and the bearing number,
A, are in the typical range of unity and from 10-1 to 101 respectively.
4( is defined as W2RLPA
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This unique parameter space thus necessitated the theoretical modeling of the bearing sta-
bility, a proof of feasibility on a macroscale device and finally actual bearing operation at
the microscale regime. A gas-lubricated bearing was conceived as the most probable option
over electrostatic and magnetic bearings'. In electrostatic bearings, there is the need to
introduce additional6 circuitry for an electrostatic [48] bearing; in magnetic bearings, the
added complexity is deemed unfeasible at the microscale currently.
1.2.1 The Device and Previous MicroBearing work
Figure 1-3 shows the device that encloses the microrotor and the bearings. Of note are the
flow systems and plenums for the device, whilst the rotor is hidden from view. Figure 1-4
highlights the rotor and its subcomponents under infra-red illumination.
Figure 1-3: Sectioned overview of the MicroBearing device.
5 Other choices of bearings such as rolling elements and more viscous liquid lubricants will lead to high
dissipation with difficulty of incorporation into the final MicroEngine and thus not feasible
6The electrostatic circuitry is termed as "additional" since the journal gap must be present for rotation.
And, since it will be difficult to pump the gap to vacuum, fluidic flow will be present in the bearing-of
which gas-lubricated hydrodynamic effects will dominate.
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Figure 1-4: Infra-red map of the MicroBearing Rig.
In previous work on this device, Piekos provided an extensive numerical simulation of the
gas-lubricated journal bearing, considering both hydrodynamic and hydrostatic operational
modes [57]. He also provided a study into variants of the plain, cylindrical journal bearings.
Concurrently, Ehrich developed a 26:1 scaled-up rig which- Orr employed to demonstrate
operation in the new parameter space [54], and Lin and Khanna established the fabrica-
tion process flow and initial testing of the first MicroBearing device [40]. Savoulides com-
bined theoretical models to effect a suggested hybrid hydrostatic-hydrodynamic mode [63].
Frechette improved the current design and fabrication techniques, and first demonstrated
possible high-speed operation [31]. Jacobson, Breuer and Ehrich also provided important
experience and guidance to the team throughout the MicroBearing development [35, 9, 21].
Microfabrication expertise was further included by Zhang in later developments [76].
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1.3 Problem Statement and Methodology
We began with (1)an evaluation of the existing theoretical models for the hydrostatic journal
bearing, and (2)a characterization of the experimental performances of the MicroBearing
devices. Chapter 2 puts together the former-a comparison of the theoretical models and
design charts based on these models. We also include a discussion on the rotational effects
and ideas for better hydrostatic journal bearing modeling.
Chapter 3 involves a broad range of experimental work on the MicroBearing devices-
ranging from flow testing, to modification of the experimental setups, to development of
better operating schedules. We present a host of data on multiple device tests with the de-
rived operating protocol and the resulting frequency spectra on rotor whirl motion. Analysis
of the experimental data suggests likely causes of ultimate failure. We thus follow with rec-
ommendations on development of an eccentricity sensor and incorporation of variant journal
bearing designs.
Development into the next-generation MicroBearing device, moreover, requires self-sustained7
bearings for the MicroEngine. Since the hydrostatic thrust bearings require large external
pressurizations in the order of 60-80 psig (compared to the main turbine inlet pressuriza-
tion of approximately 20 psig at 1.4 million rpm), the development plan was to incorporate
self-pressurizing hydrodynamic squeeze-film thrust bearings to satisfy the requirements. The
final part of this thesis was thus committed to modeling the hydrodynamic effects at the
thrust bearings. Chapter 4 discusses the issues involving optimal design, stability issues and
possible causes for failure during operation. Chapter 5 establishes the fabrication process
flow and presents the implemented fabrication results. Initial tests on the actual devices are
reported.
The methodology taken in this research is summarized in Figure 1-5, wherein the ap-
proach begans with the hydrostatic journal bearing and later moves onto the hydrodynamic
7We coin the term "self-sustained" here as indicative of the bearing pressurizations at a fraction of the
main turbine inlet pressure, to allow a single maxima pressurization at the turbine.
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MicroBearing hydrostatic journal bearing
a. Experimental testing
Employ existing
theoretical models -
b. Analysis of data, synthesize
theoretical results
Suggest fabricationimprovements, implement
Iterate, refine
experimental *
objectives
present design guidelines
and operating protocol
MicroBearing hydrodynamic thrust bearing
Design, feasibility study,
a. explore limitations
b. Establish process flow,implement fabrication
c. Experimental testingc.matrix
d. ynthesize theoretical results
present findings
Objective,
modelling
Demonstrate
fabrication
Experiments
Project
implications
Figure 1-5: Schematic on approach for MicroBearing developments.
thrust bearing. To place the experimental hydrostatic journal bearing work into perspective,
we now begin with the theoretical modeling efforts on the hydrostatic journal bearing.
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Chapter 2
Hydrostatic Journal Bearing: Theory
I do not know what I may appear to the world; but to myself
I seem to have been only like a boy playing on the seashore,
and diverting myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble
or a prettier shell than ordinary, while the great ocean of truth
lay all undiscovered before me.
-I. Newton, 1642-1727.
The initial focus of the MicroBearing research effort was on hydrodynamic journal bear-
ings, with its operation modeled extensively against several design parameters. The the-
oretical work on a hydrostatic journal bearing, interestingly, served only as a sidenote to
the hydrodynamic journal bearing work in Piekos and Orr [57, 54]. Other theoretical work
in the journal bearings includes: (1) a hybrid between the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
effects by Savoulides [63], and (2) a feasibility study of electrostatic journal bearings by Mur
Miranda [48]. Though hydrodynamic journal bearing operation is not ruled out, hydrostatic
operation has, however, since proved to be a feasible procedure for MicroBearing operation
and hence is further explored in this work.
This chapter provides a quick synopsis on hydrostatic journal bearing theory, working
on the basis of previous modeling. We began with a comparison of the hydrostatic models
developed, followed by an exploration into the rotational effects on journal bearing stiffness,
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and then present a set of design charts for the hydrostatic journal bearing.
2.1 Comparison of hydrostatic models
Piekos [57] modelled the hydrostatic stiffness through an analytical solution cited in Bhatti
and Savery [6]. The 1976 paper, working with only the entrance length region, assumed a
velocity profile and solved for the presure distribution:
= 2 p [22U - lOU - 12 - 151n(3 - 2U)] + P (2.1)280q
A linear pressure distribution is then assumed for the rest of the journal bearing. An integra-
tion of this pressure distribution gives the bearing force, after subtracting the inertia effect.
The means of estimating this entrance length effect is by choosing it to be the position such
that it reaches 99.9% of the uniform downstream velocity.
Interestingly, the resulting stiffness is not linear with eccentricity. Piekos, in modelling of
the hydrostatic stiffness, found that there were three stages of stiffness that can be explained
with the XaAp parameter [571, where xa, is found from geometric parameters and Ap a
non-dimensional axial differential pressure':
* At low X.,Ap (on the order of 1): The stiffness increases with eccentricity, such that
small perturbations at zero eccentricity sees a smaller stiffness than at larger eccen-
tricities.
* At moderate XaAp (on the order of 30): Here stiffness is maximum at zero eccentricity.
Slight perturbations from the zero eccentricity brings out a decreased stiffness.
* At very high XaAp (on the order of 100): Here the maximum stiffness again lies away
from zero eccentricity. A perturbation at zero eccentricity sees less stiffness than at an
= I and Ap = i. Pi., is the inter-row pressure above the blades and dP the axial differential
pressure.
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off-centered position.
Our MicroBearing device Xa is found to be approximately 8.82. With our operating
Ap at up to 20 during initial spin-up and continually decreasing to less than unity, this
suggests a possible transition between the three stiffness stages as first illustrated by Piekos.
In Figure 2-1, we illustrate the resulting natural frequency from this model at a moderate
x/,,Ap. We plot the natural frequency against the axial differential pressure for two different
eccentricities (zero and 10% eccentricity) in this regime. We note that the natural frequency
does decrease with the eccentricity, though only slightly, and increases steadily with the axial
differential pressure.
The hydrostatic journal bearing is also modelled by Breuer [9], though work from Tang
and Gross [68]. The work furnishes design curves for inherently-compensated and orifice-
compensated bearings, based on analytical solutions of viscous flow equations3 . In this
instance, the pressure profile is
(() 1) 1 r" (2.2)
where ri and r, are the inner and outer lengths of the journal bearing respectively, x the
distance along the journal bearing, and P the nondimensional supply pressure. The nondi-
mensional supply pressure, P, is also a function of a discharge coefficent Cd, typically around
0.9 and 1, with the latter for an inherently compensated journal bearing. Moreover, the load,
Wt, is expressed directly with
W ( -a)3 + P) I1+ 2r.= (_1 - r* (- _ (2.3)
PaA [ 3(1 + ) 3
where A is the area of the restricting orifice.
2
2 scales linearly with journal outlet pressure-Pi, in our device.
3The solutions are limited to laminar flow with negligible fluid inertia, and parallel bearing surfaces. The
model, however, does not account for relative motion of bearing surfaces like in our situation.
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Natural frequency comparisons
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Figure 2-1: A comparison of the hydrostatic natural frequency between
and Tang-Gross models by Piekos and Breuer respectively [57, 9].
A natural frequency comparison of the Bhatti-Savery model by Piekos and Tang-Gross
model by Breuer is illustrated in Figure 2-1. We observe a good coherence between the
models within the axial differential pressures of concern in the MicroBearing device, though
the gradients are slightly differing above approximately 5 psi. Both models predict the
natural frequency as increasing with axial differential pressure.
Finally, the Bhatti-Savery modeling assumes a uniform velocity profile prior to entrance
into the journal bearing. However, this assumption may have to be modified because of
the possible flow separation, brought out by the sharp 900 turn at the entrance. An orifice
computation, such as brought up in the second model by Breuer [9], might be more relevant
to account for this additional effect.
Orr also presented a model that coincides well with the above two models [54]. Working
with the interacting boundary layer theory from MIT lectures presented by Drela [19], Orr
used an empirical scheme from White [72] to compute the hydrostatic natural frequency.
Moreover, Orr computed the radial hydrostatic load for different eccentricities at the same
axial differential pressure. He, however, noted that the load roughly flattens out with ec-
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300f)
centricity and advocated the use of a linear spring stiffness when computing our natural
frequency.
2.2 Rotational Effects
The outer wall of the journal bearing moves at a high circumferential speed. However,
the hydrostatic bearing analysis of the previous section neglected rotational effects on the
flow. This assumption must be validated. A typical model considers the flow effects between
concentric cylinders at a constant gap4 , with inner cylinder rotating. Coney and El-Shaarawi
models this effect in the entrance length regime, which is applicable for us with a short
journal bearing of 0.075, by a simplification of the Navier-Stokes equations and solving
numerically with a finite-difference scheme [12]. They present several computations with a
common factor-Re2 /Ta-as representative of whether the rotational effect can be decoupled
from the axial through-flow, where Re is the Reynolds number and Ta the Taylor number.
The parameter is obtained after nondimensionalizing a reduced form of the Navier-Stokes
equations. We translate this factor, for our device, into
Re 2 4U2Re . (2.4)
Ta CRW2
This is actually a simple ratio of the axial through-flow energy to the rotational en-
ergy [56]. Knowing the actual experimentally-obtained journal bearing flowrate5 , the rota-
tional speed and the relevant geometries, we observe the following dependence on speed in
Figure 2-2. We also append in Figure 2-3 the computed experimental axial velocity in our
MicroBearing operation.
From Figure 2-2, our Re2 parameter is on the order of 102 for our device. Coney and
4This is possible in the hydrostatic mode where the amplitude of the whirl motion is small, compared to
hydrodynamic operation.
5The journal bearing flowrate was obtained through a previously defined experimental spin-up schedule
that kept the ratio of speed versus axial differential pressure approximately constant.
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El-Shaarawi cite a 0.3% increment in pressure drop over a stationary parallel wall situation
for 2> 10 and a 3% increment for R2 > 1. This suggests the rotating core for ourTa - Ta - Thssgetthroaigcrfrou
device as having negligible effect on the pressure drop in the journal bearing. In a purely
hydrostatic journal bearing operation, we would thus expect an insignificant change in whirl
natural frequency when varying the rotational speed.
Effects of rotational decoupling
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Figure 2-2: The Coney and El-Shaarawi parameter against rotational speed for our Mi-
croBearing geometry.
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2.3 Design charts
Modification of the current plain, cylindrical journal bearing design for hydrostatic operation,
apart from other kinds of journal bearings, fall into a simple three degrees-of-freedom design
space. The variables involved are:
* Journal bearing clearance, C
* Journal bearing length, L
" Journal bearing radius, R
with the interest in stiffness (and associated natural frequency) for journal bearing operation.
Based on the current hydrostatic model from Piekos, the following design space is mapped
out in Figure 2-4 and 2-5 for different axial differential pressures.
Hydrostatic stiffness against LID ratio (trom Bhatti and Savery)
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Figure 2-4: Hydrostatic stiffness against A for differing axial differential pressures.
This sample calculation is for our current MicroBearing geometry and operating range:
L/D at 7.29 x 10-2, C/R at 5.71 x 10-, and axial differential pressures up to 5 psig. In
our current design space, Figure 2-5 suggests increasing C/R results in a larger stiffness for
a given axial differential pressure. In fact, AIk- still increases for our design space. OnAc/R
*C/tI corostantlat 5.7181 0,
Joumal-exi pesre-a ambient
- urreni UD at 7.29x10-2
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Hydrostatic stifiness against C/R ratio (from Bhatti and Savery)
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Figure 2-5: Hydrostatic stiffness against Cfor differing axial differential pressures.
the other hand, increasing L/D at a given axial differential pressure decreases the stiffness.
Moreover, this model suggests our current design as slightly deviating from the optimal
values of hydrostatic stiffness. New L/D and C/R values could be implemented to increase
the stiffness further. Finally, we note the accuracy of the modelling at ±i30N/m when
pinpointing both curves at the original geometry. This is due to an estimated correction to
the rotor mass6 when varying the geometries.
These design charts might prove useful, upon matching these theoretical models with
experimental data, when considering a modification to the current MicroBearing geometry.
This is especially so if the intent is to extend the operational range of the hydrostatic mode,
when faced with the larger imbalance effects at higher rotational speeds.
2.4 Further remarks on Hydrostatic Modeling
A variety of different considerations on the theoretical work of a hydrostatic journal bearing
is summarized here for possible future development. These considerations are also helpful
6 We separated the rotor mass in a blade mass and a journal mass, of which the journal mass varies with
the geometric parameters of interest
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when operating the MicroBearing device experimentally, or when redesigning the journal
bearing.
Larson and Richardson theory A stability criterion is suggested by Larson and Richard-
son in the work of externally-pressurized gas-lubricated bearings [38]. It is proposed that
the tangential stiffness in the hydrostatic operation is insufficient to counteract the desta-
bilizing effects of hydrodynamic whirl, a concern when the whirl component in the bearing
reaction becomes increasingly important with larger rotational speeds. A simplified analysis
by Larson and Richardson results in the stabilility criterion as
Rwir 2+ (i - (2.5)
Wn khd,t
where Rwhirl is the whirl ratio, Ti and T2 the time lag constants as modeled in Richard-
son [61], and khd,t the hydrodynamic tangential stiffness. Here we note that, in inherently
compensated bearings, T1 is greater than T2 and that Richardson had obtained approximated
solutions and experimental correlations for these time constants. The resulting whirl ratio is
always'greater than two, increasing with a larger inherent damping (of a hydrostatic bearing)
that increases (1ri - - 2) . The presented stability criterion is also consistent with their obser-
vations that increasing the hydrodynamic tangential stiffness khd,t reduces the stability. This
informs us of potential instabilities when reaching a whirl ratio of two during experimen-
tal operation, and that increasing the inherent damping in our hydrostatic journal bearing
would improve the stability limit. The highest whirl ratio recorded in their paper is between
5 to 6.
"Lock-up" phenomenon In a 1972 MTI7 publication by Vohr [42, Chap 5.5], a phe-
nomenon of "lock-up"-in hydrostatic journal bearings with orifice feeding-is also men-
tioned. Vohr observed "a sudden forcing against the bearing wall when the journal ec-
7Mechanical Technology Incorporated.
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centricity reaches a certain value" and quotes this value as less than 0.4 eccentricity, or a
maximum of 0.5. While Vohr did not append his experimental results, he suggests two rea-
son for this "lock-up" phenomenon that deals mainly with the feeder holes. (This danger of
"lock-up" is also believed to be present in hydrostatic thrust bearings by Cheng [42, Chap
5.3].) However, we believe it is also possible for this "lock-up" behaviour to be caused by
the imposed sideload exceeding the load-capacity of the hydrostatic journal bearings. Nev-
ertheless, this might warrant a caution in attempting to transit from a hydrostatic operation
to a more stable hydrodynamic mode, when the hydrostatic stiffness is insufficient at larger
eccentricities.
Inertia effects For our MicroBearing device, the inertia effect can be relatively significant,
with the inertial parameter X approaching order unity-on a similar order of magnitude as
the pressure and viscous terms. Much of the hydrostatic design in MTI (as well as hy-
drodynamic design) is based on negligible inertia forces on its computation [42, Chap 5.2].
Support for neglecting the inertia term, and hence allowing us to employ the cited hydro-
static models, is brought forth by Piekos with his "Bearing Analysis Suite for Investigating
Common Simplifications" modeling. It is also presented by DiPrima and Stuart, Nataraj et
al., and Banerjee et al [57, 17, 52, 3]. It was noted by these authors that order-unity inertial
parameters, for incompressible 8 flow, have negligible effects on bearing performance.
Annular Pressure Seals and the "Lomakin" effect Lomakin first explained the large
direct stiffness found in pumps seals. A closer look into these seals reveal a similarity
with our plain cylindrical journal bearing conditions-a larger than usual clearance, and
a large pressure drop across the length of the journal bearing. The flow becomes highly
turbulent and thus the Reynolds equation inappropriate for estimation [11]. Childs(1993)
presented an analysis initially derived by Nelson(1985), beginning with the continuity, axial
momentum balance, and angular momentum balance equations. The large direct stiffness,
'We treat the journal bearing as incompressible flow because of its very small L/D ratio, allowing for
large side leakages.
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briefly restated here, is accounted for by the combined effect of the inlet loss and the axial
differential pressure gradient. Childs also reported possible fully developed flow in seals after
only three hydraulic diameters and seals becoming destabilizing for rotational speeds slightly
above twice the whirl natural frequency.
Also of mention is the need to decrease the average tangential velocity (which is roughly
proportional to the cross-coupled stiffness term that is destabilizing). Methods to decrease
this velocity, and hence increase the direct stiffness, are in a roughened stator or in "swirl
brakes" that are reported in turbopumps. Finally, Childs presents examples of stiffness vari-
ations with axial differential pressure and rotational speeds. Given that our journal bearing
geometry is similar to that of the annular seals reported and operated at low eccentricities
about a centered position, it seems favourable to employ the existing modeling on annular
seals for our hydrostatic journal bearing operation.
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Chapter 3
Hydrostatic Journal Bearing:
Experiment
Physics constitutes a logical system of thought
which is in a state of evolution... The justification of the system
rests in the proof of usefulness of the resulting theorems
on the basis of sense experiences, where the relations of the latter to the former
can only be comprehended intuitively.
-A.E., Out of my later years
This chapter presents experimental work on the MicroBearing device. We begin with
the current fabrication challenges, highlighting improvements to a high aspect ratio journal
bearing, minimizing the DRIE' non-uniformity, and achieving critical dimensions for the
hydrostatic thrust bearings. The next section then summarizes the pre-testing procedure-
flow testing and freeing the rotor-to characterize the thrust and journal bearings. Actual
testing and operational results of the MicroBearing is next discussed. In understanding
the instability of the hydrostatic journal bearing operation, we looked into determining the
whirl natural frequency and its effects. We end this chapter with a summary of the causes
for failure and suggestions for further development of the hydrostatic journal bearing.
'Time-multiplexed Deep Reactive Ion Etching.
3.1 Fabrication challenges
The fabrication of the MicroBearing rig involves 5 wafers and at least 13 masks-a com-
plex system with regards to alignment, process development on each wafer and, indeed,
achievability of the entire fabrication process flow. Lin [40] demonstrated the first successful
fabrication. Figure 3-1 shows the general layout of the wafers involved.
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Figure 3-1: Exploded overview of the 5 wafers involved in the MicroBearing rig. The left
column shows the top view; the right column the bottom view. Drawing is to-scale at 15mm
on the edge of each die. (Lin, [40])
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3.1. FABRICATION CHALLENGES
Developments of the MicroBearing fabrication process has challenged several limits in
microfabrication, with significant contributions from Lin [40], Frechette [31] and Zhang [76].
In this section, we shall discuss the reducton of die-level etch depth non-uniformity with
65% etch wetted area2 [2, 46], DRIE for a 300pm journal bearing at an aspect ratio of
30 and tapering of less than 0.5pum, and consistent fabrication of 10.0pim through-holes as
nozzles for the hydrostatic thrust bearings. In addition, we list in Appendix B.3 the crucial
dimensions which have to be achieved for the MicroBearing device in order for successful
spin-up operation. We began with the reduction in etch non-uniformity.
3.1.1 Etch non-uniformity
Etch non-uniformity of the blades (Figure 3-2) at the wafer-level results in an imbalance
across the devices. Typical DRIE in our process result in the center I dies having shallower
etches than the edge dies. A wafer-level etch non-uniformity in the shape of an inverted bow
translates, at the die-level, into a slight difference in the blade height from one side of the
rotor to the other. This causes the center of mass to be misaligned with the geometric center
and hence an imbalance-an especially crucial issue for high-speed rotating machinery.
We studied the effect of etch recipes on etch non-uniformity by varying the rate of etch
product removal and etch rate4 . The compiled results are listed in Figure 3-3 for optimization
of the etch conditions. Recipe 55 was chosen for the minimum etch variation. Note that
there is significant reduction in edge die variation, with also slight reductions on the center
dies. The real device etches are done with this recipe, though the final device etches had
slight variations from the test etches. With the die-level etch non-uniformity reduced down
2 Approximately 64.8% (146 mm 2 out of 225 mm 2 ) for die-level and 22.5% (1750 mm 2 out of 7770 mm 2 )
at the wafer-level is exposed.
3"Center" dies are denoted as the devices on the central region of the wafer and "edge" dies as closer to
the edge of the wafer. There are four "center" dies and eight "edge" dies on each wafer.
4 In collaboration with Dr. Xin Zhang of Microsystems Technologies Laboratories.
5Performed with the Surface Technology Systems DRIE machine, this recipe used an electric power of
8W and a APC angle of 610.
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Figure 3-2: Measurement depicting the deep etch non-uniformity across a sample wafer.
to approximately ±0.25pLtm for the center dies, Jacobson predicted6 an imbalance of 4% for
the MicroBearing device [35].
Etch variation with optimization in recipes
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Figure 3-3: Average etch non-uniformity across devices with different etch recipes.
We note here that the process has been further improved by Tom Takacs and Dennis
Ward for the MicroEngine [67]. They perceived that allowing more diffusion of reactants
'This computation is for a i4pm misalignment, total thickness variation of 3pm, and asumming complete
removal of the tabs binding the rotor.
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and products would lead to a more uniform etch surface. This is made possible through
reducing the number of dies on each wafer and positioning the dies near the edges of the
wafer for better diffusion at the wafer center.
3.1.2 Journal bearing wall
In the previous builds, the journal bearing had a significant tapering of above 10pm along
the 300pm etch depth of the journal [31). This is highly undesirable for our journal bearing
operation, especially in the hydrodynamic operation where the journal eccentricities have
to be brought above 0.8. The fabrication team was able to optimize the time-multiplexed
DRIE to produce an approximately straight journal wall with a tapering of less than 0.5pm
for an etch depth of 300pm [2]. This is shown in Figure 3-4. Current requirements of the
MicroEngine necessitates deep-etches in the range of 500pm.
Old Redpe New Redpe
7.5um '
Figure 3-4: Optimization of the DRIE process to create a straight edge journal bearing wall.
The etch depth is 280pm on the left figure and 315pm on the right. Courtesy of Zhang [46].
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Nozzle diameter Length of nozzle Total thrust bearing gap Derived stiffness
10.0pm 100.0pm 3.0pm 370,326N/m
11.5pm 100.0gm 3.0pm 266,843N/m
12.8pm 100.0pm 3.0pm 201,130N/m
10.0pm 100.0pm 2.0pm 169,106N/m
10.0pm 100.0pm 4.0pm 465,220N/m
10.0gm 50.0pm 3.0gm 315,871N/m
10.0Pm 150.0pm 3.0pm 414,446N/m
Table 3.1: Hydrostatic stiffness at different configurations. The first line describes our desired
design choice.
3.1.3 Hydrostatic thrust bearing nozzles
In the hydrostatic thrust bearing, the desired nozzle diameter stands at 10.0gm. Fabrication
of these nozzle diameters precisely is difficult, given the aspect ratio of approximately 10 at
the etch depth of 100gm. Variation of nozzle diameter away from the design value results in
large changes in stiffness, as modeled in Table 3.1. The results are computed from a model
developed by Jacobson [35] and Figure 4-1 depicts the. model. conceptually. Equal forward
and aft thrust bearing geometries are used, except for the exit radii of the thrust bearing
flow (which stands at 700gm for the forward and 900gm for aft thrust bearing). The inlet
temperature is taken at 300K and the number of nozzles modeled at 20.
In an earlier build of the MicroBearing devices (Build number 3), we have an average
nozzle size of 12.8gm, resulting in a predicted 46% drop in stiffness. In fact, this led to a
thrust bearing failure during testing as brought out in Section 3.5. In the next MicroBearing
build thereafter, we thus toleranced the nozzle size tightly to the 10.0pm design value and
the thrust bearings were able to function well even during high speed operation.
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3.2 Pre-testing
Pre-testing involves static flow testing, releasing the rotor, free flow testing and calibration
of the instruments. A checklist for preparing the MicroBearing rig for testing is provided in
Appendix B-12. These flow tests are imperative to gauge the characteristics of the thrust
and journal bearings.
3.2.1 Static flow testing
Static flow testing gives us a measure of the similarity between the Low/High plenums 7 .
Built to be identical within the limits of microfabrication, the flowrates are similar since
the Low and High piping (of the device packaging) are of equal length. Figure 3-5 shows
a summary of the journal bearing flowrates. At a journal bearing pressurization of 10.0
psig, the maximum discrepancy of the flowrates are on the order of 25-30 sccm 8 across a
device. Across devices within a wafer build, the variation could be up to 100 sccm. The
small discrepancy within each device suggests that the channels fabricated within each device
(including the journal bearing) and the packaging leading up to the device are acceptably
identical for hydrostatic operation. This reduces the likelihood of differences in packaging
and channels within the die causing the device to crash.
Static thrust bearing flow testing, however, has larger flow discrepancies, especially on
the forward thrust bearing. Figure C-1 in Appendix C.1 shows the respective flowrates.
Note that the aft thrust bearing flow varies only slightly, compared to the forward thrust
9bearing
7The journal bearing is divided into two plenums, termed here as "Low" and "High", that allow for
side-pressurization external loading in light of the low mass of the rotor.
'This translates to approximately 8% of the total flow at 1 million rpm.
'The cause of the large variation in the flowrate has not been determined, although it is suspected to
lead to the leaky forwardthrust bearings often observed
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Summary of static flow tests for 12 dies -4-Die 3-H
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Figure 3-5: Summary of static journal bearing flowrates, depicting the slight variations across
each die.
3.2.2 Tab break-off
With deep reactive-ion etching of the journal bearing, the rotor would simply fall off if it is
not attached to another level when the journal is created' 0 . We used an approach developed
by Frechette [31] to bind the rotor to the second wafer level by four pillars of 76pam x 50pm
rectangular dimension. Figure 3-6(a) shows a topview SEM of the location of the tabs with
the pillars underneath. Several variants of this "tabs-to-rotor" approach was pursued-
Lin [40] used a laser-assisted procedure to remove the tabs, and Frechette [31] (our current
design) had the tabs reduced in size, in an effort to reduce the imbalance, and mechanically
broken off with silicon micro-needles. Figure 3-6(b) shows the insertion of a micro-needle
through the main exhaust of the turbine to break off the tabs, releasing the rotor.
0A handle-wafer approach (with gold deposited as foundation plates) to hold onto the rotor was pursued by
Lin, but found to have low yield after the thermal compression fusion bonding. All-silicon wafers builds have
since been pursued in the MicroBearing device, though a tabless build could still be possible by just manually
popping in the rotors (while watching the appropriate cleaniness and matching the dies) before thermal
compression. Other devices, such as the turbocharger in the MicroEngine program and the turbopump in
the MicroRocket program, are using a sacrificial oxide layer to hold onto the rotor during fabrication before
oxide removal to release the rotor.
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Figure 3-6: (a) Topview SEM of wafer with tabs underneath, holding onto rotor, (b)Insertion
of micro-needle to break off tab, freeing up rotor for operation.
This "tabs-to-rotor" approach works well and the released tabs (approximately of 380pam
x 150pm size) are shown in Figure 3-7, after having fallen out of the die when broken off.
We see here that, despite the silicon fusion bonding between the pillars and the top of the
tab (signified by the triangular piece), the point of breakage often lies near the bottom of the
pillar. This is helpful in reducing the imbalance caused by the mass of the pillar remaining
on the rotor".
Figure 3-7: Released tabs of the MicroBearing rig.
"In attempting to improve the imbalance on the rotor, there is also the consideration on the fabrication
of a "tabless" rotor, wherein the rotor is manually placed into the bearing prior to final wafer bonding.
However, the manual placement of the rotors might result in contamination of the bonding surface just prior
to bonding. The tab residue is also believed to not contribute strongly to the imbalance [35].
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3.2.3 Free flow testing
Free flow testing' 2 of the devices gives us comparison information on the characteristics of the
device. Especially helpful are the thrust bearing flowrates which permits an understanding
of the nozzle sizes, the thrust bearing gap size, and the axial position of the rotor for a given
set of flowrates. Figure 3-8 shows the typical thrust bearing flowrates for a single device. A
summary across the dies is listed in Appendix C. 1.
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Figure 3-8: Sample flowrates characterization of thrust bearings for a released rotor. This
flowrates are obtained from device MCBR 4-9. 'FTB' denotes the forward thrust bearing
and 'ATB' the aft thrust bearing.
3.3 Experiment
This section describes the experimental setup of the MicroBearing rig, along with actual test
results of the device. Included are different variants of the current setup, with descriptions of
the data acquisition system and the speed sensor instrumentation. The operational results
are summarized, with tip speeds up to 303 m/s, in this section and analysis of the results
covered in Section 3.4 and 3.5.
12Free flow testing" refers to flow tests when the rotor is free and able to rotate.
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3.3.1 Experimental set-up
Packaging Packaging of a microdevice is often surprisingly difficult. The package of the
MicroBearing rig was built by Victor Dubrowski, James Letendre, Lin [40] and Frechtte [31]
and is illustrated in Figure 3-9. The flow paths for the journal bearing and the main turbine
air are as labelled. Here we note there should be equal pressure drops across the Low/High
plenums in order for precise control of the bearing load, and hence the length of these two
pipings were matched carefully. We have also experimented with piping both Low/High
journal bearing plenums on a single valve, to strictly enforce an identical pressurization on
both plenums for a purely hydrostatic operation mode. This scheme seems to have worked
well for our operation, though if any side-load does appear' 3 , we would not be able to actively
zero it out.
Figure 3-9: MicroBearing device in package, ready for experimental testing.
Electrical Control of the flowrates With MKS Type 1179A mass-flow controllers built
into the system, the flowrates can be set with voltage input signals. This was implemented
13 We certainly do not expect any with a single pressure source.
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for the main turbine flow as a method for the MicroBearing to be spun up directly with
command-inputs from the computer interface. A 10kQ 10-turns potentiometer for a supply
voltage of 5V was currently used to control the input signal. While potentiometer control was
also intended for precise control of the rotational speed, the mass flow controller response
time of 2 sec" by a simple PID controller is likely be the cause for slight time-variant
responses in the speed initially, even though all other pressures were kept constant. The
Low/High plenums are also equipped with mass-flow controllers for electrical control of the
journal bearing flowrates (if desired) during the spin-up operation.
Speed sensor To measure the rotational speed and its subharmonic components, a fiber
optic displacement sensor is employed. It was initially put together by Lin [40], Frechette [31]
and Jacobson [35]. Commercially made by Philtec' 5 , the laser diode puts out a 670nm light
source at a maximum power of 0.5mW. Changes in displacement of the surface (such as
when a 150pLm raised height passes underneath, with an additional 150psm of fixed clearance)
effects the signal output. For our frequencies in question, the displacement resolution stands
at 0.5pm for the far field and 0.035pm in the near field' 6 . The results achieved for our
150pm blade had a change of about 1.OV to 1.5V detected. Though somewhat less than the
2V stated in the product specification, this is enough for us to do the signal post-processing
since our noise-level is on the order of approximately 50mV.
Data Acquisition Our data acquisition is written with LabViewTM 5.0, and takes data
at 1.25MHz and 1kHz on two separate computers. The 1.25MHz data acquistion records the
Philtec speed sensor signal, enabling us to postprocess the signal for rotational speed and
its harmonic components (Section 3.4.2).
The 1kHz data is, however, averaged every 200 datapoints' 7 , displayed and stored onto
"Product specified as < 2 sec for within 2% of the setpoint. 2% of the setpoint could translate to 400
sccm in a 20,000 sccm flow controller.
"We employed model number D6-A1BMTV+L+H.
16Near field for our device is 27.9 to 63.5pim and far field is 182.9 to 617.2ptm
17Averaging was done to reflect an accurate current picture and to avoid a massive set of data accumulated
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file at 5Hz. Averaging of the data is performed only on the mass flowrate and pressure sensor
measurements which have a slower time response, and not on the speed measurements. Speed
measurements through the Philtec are also displayed on a spectrum analyzer, from which
we can detect the harmonic resonances of the device during operation.
We would like, however, the 1kHz datapoints to be stored into a buffer such that any
sudden effects onto the MicroBearing could be recorded just before any crash. This buffer
of the previous few seconds (at 1kHz) can later be investigated to determine a cause of
failure, if any. To ensure timely recording, the trigger for this buffer should be deployed
in the software-a trigger that would activate automatically when a certain parameter (for
example, rotational speed) decreases dramatically.
Two methods 8 are possible to implement the buffer for the last few seconds of 1kHz
data-using two separate matrices, or using shift registers from LabView.
In the first method, the concept is to write the desired 5 secs of data between two matrices
A and B such that neither is empty at any one time. This method, as in the second, avoids
as much manipulation of matrices as possible, as LabView is relatively unwieldy with large
m atrices. This is illustrated in Figure 3-10. We begin with filling of matrix A. When matrix
A'is filled, the incoming data is channeled into matrix B. When matrix B is then filled, we
empty matrix A and began filling it again. In this way, we will have at least one set of previous
data in either matrix A or B. Having the advantage of taking up less run-time memory over
the second method, we went ahead to implement this. However, upon experimentation, we
discovered that the implemented control structures (needed to determine when either matrix
is full, and to reset the matrix) also takes relatively large computational resources 9 .
The second approach was found to work satisfactorily. Usage of a "shift register" pushes
after every run.
"Another method which we tried and did not work was to have two separate ALRead sub VIs to extract
the data out of the already in-built buffer. However, we later found out that the in-built buffer only strings
out data in future time-to build up a buffer of previous time, we would still have to concatenate the data
ourselves.
'
9 This is because we cannot overcome the condition that the VI has to check the current matrices density
in EVERY loop before moving on to the other matrix.
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data input stream
check to see if writing to matrix A/B
matrix A matrix B
Figure 3-10: Concept of using a dual-matrix to implement previous-time buffer. The data
input stream fill ups one matrix and then swtiches to the other when the first gets full. This
continues to be processed between the two matrices such that neither one is empty at any
one time.
every data set into another matrix that is temporarily stored. We repeat this shifting for
a total of 5 sees of previous data, and concatenate the data into a large matrix only when
we need to write out this data. This is briefly illustrated in Appendix B.5. The appended
layout shows the general structure, without the details, of the data acquisition modules.
We note the additional "shift registers" were able to process the data without much
computational cost. As the purpose of the implemented buffer is to record sudden actions
in the crash data, there is no need to extend the buffer to more than 5 secs, although this is
certainly possible. Next, we included the switches onto the buffer. A "safety" switch was first
added such that the triggering will not occur under any conditions if the "safety" switch is
off. This is to cater for wild fluctuations in measurements when the experiment just started,
or when resetting the data acquistion program. With the "safety" switch activated, the
1kHz data acquisition will then occur when the tracked value falls below a pre-determined
percentage, or when the user deliberately desires the data acquisition. We set the detection
of a crash as a 90% drop from the current rotational speed and the results work well. We
were able to record a 1kHz 5 sec data sample just before the crash, without any detectable
slow-down on the data acquisition system.
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3.3.2 Operation of the MicroBearing rig
With the hydrostatic journal bearing mode not as well modeled as the hydrodynamic counter-
part, operation of the MicroBearing rig relied heavily on previous experimental work. Run-
ning a post-operation analysis on previous MicroBearing devices that failed, Jacobson sug-
gested a parameter- (Ax"aRotational Speed -that should be kept approximately constant.(Aildifferential preasttre)fl
Quite logically, this is the comparison of the excitation load (related heavily to the rotational
speed) to the load capacity of the bearing (denoted by the axial differential pressure across
the journal bearing). At low speeds, we found a nondimensional2  Rotational Speed(Axial dif ferential pressure)0 -8 3
at 0.12 empirically for ease of operation, and, at axial differential presssures above 1.0 psig,
a non-dimensional (Axial Rieential pressure)2 at 4.5 . This scheme worked well in getting our
devices above 1 million rpm. We also note a region (usually with rotational speeds at 40,000
to 80,000 rpm) whereby subharmonic resonances appear frequently. This is because, on fol-
lowing our schedule, this is the regime when we are crossing the critical natural frequency.
Upon crossing this region, however, we were usually able to reach operation above 500,000
rpm through a purely hydrostatic mode.
.In employing the speed sensor, we process the frequency spectrums in real-time, through
a spectrum analyzer, and Figure 3-11 shows a sample during operation. Occasionally at low
rotational speeds, we detect additional peaks (as further discussed in Section 3.4) appearing
on the spectrum. The appearance of these peaks suggest the whirling motion of the rotor-
either due to vibrational excitation at resonance or an inversion of the rotor. Indeed, the
appearance of these peaks, when severe enough in terms of amplitude, generally indicate the
approach of a stability boundary.
Figure 3-12 illustrates a summary of the devices operating above 500,000 rpm. We note
that a typical operation takes several hours, a length of time due to meticulous recording
20With rotational rate normalized by design speed and axial differential pressure normalized by ambient
pressure.
2 1This translates to a dimensional AiRotational Speed at 35,000rpm/PaO.5 3for axial differential(Axa differential pressure) 0 .8 3a
pressures below 1.0 psig and a dimensional Rotational Speed --- ) at 50,000rpm/Pa2 for axial differential(Axial differential prepbure)
pressures above 1.0 psig.
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Figure 3-11: A sample frequency spectrum during operation, with rotational frequency at
4369Hz. The top viewgraph shows an intensity spectrum over time, while the bottom view-
graph shows a spectrum sampled at a particular time. With two speed bumps, twice the
synchronous rotational speed often gives the strongest signal.
of experimental data for post-analysis, and that the devices are spun to the order of 108
revolutions. Acceleration of the turbine was shown in Lin [40] and Jacobson to not be a
limiting factor 22 --hence it is conceivable for the device to spin up to the required tip speed
in a much shorter time span.
In Figure 3-13, we also show the journal bearing flowrate starting from 30% of the main
turbine flow at start-up and decreasing to 15% at high rotational speeds, suggesting that hy-
drostatic journal bearing operating mode might well be supported in the MIT MicroEngine,
with a smaller decrease in cycle efficiency than initially perceived.
Due to the brittle nature of silicon, it is not unusual for the devices to fracture catas-
trophically upon crashing. This is especially so at rotational speed above 100,000rpm. At
2 2Rotor acceleration is experimentally shown to reach 60,000 rpm in 0.1sec by Lin [40],Section 4.2.2 and
Chapter 6.
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Summary of turbine performance
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3-12: Summary of the spin-up of the MicroBearing devices.
lower speeds, multiple crashes or impacts against the journal bearing wall (as detected by
rapid deceleration and acceleration in our speed sensor) often leads to drastically poorer
performances such that these crashes or impacts occur more frequently and earlier on. This
is due to chipping damage of the rotor at the journal bearing region. Figure 3-14 shows a
device that broke into several parts, after a fatal crash at 1.33 million rpm.
3.4 The MicroBearing Natural Frequency
This section describes the determination of the MicroBearing natural frequency, in an at-
tempt to avoid the whirl instabilities. We begin with a discussion of the physics of rotor
whirling motion and rotor "inversion". This is followed by an analysis on the experimental
frequency spectra. Effects of different factors on the natural frequency are presented. A
waterfall chart is then presented, whereby we notice the appearance of a half-speed whirl.
In operation of the MicroBearing rig, it is suspected that drifting away from the stable re-
gion bounded by the first and second-multiple natural frequency is the precursor to a device
crash.
- - - - - - --- I - ----- --- -- - -- - - -- -
rn Icbr 4-9 device . 5:
m* br 4-d omcbr 2-5 device
mcbr 4-2*device cbr 2-4 device
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-
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Operation of Microbearing rig at 1,370,000 rpm
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Figure 3-13: Respective flowrates of the bearings in a typical MicroBearing operation. The
hydrostatic journal bearing flow ratio decreases as we increase up in tip speed.
3.4.1 Whirling motion
The motion of a rotor in a plain journal bearing2 3 , in a hydrostatic bearing mode, can
be described in two states: (1) subcritical operation, in which the rotor rotates about the
bearing geometric center, (2) supercritical operation, in which rotation occurs about the
center of mass24. Supercritical operation, often termed "inverted" operation, occurs when
the rotational frequency exceeds the journal bearing natural frequency.
In a subcritical operation, the causes of journal bearing crash failures is due to sideloads to
the journal bearing. Examples are the rotational sideload from rotor imbalance, vibrational
disturbances due to impact on the device, or an external sideload due to different pressures in
the journal bearing. In a supercritical operation, however, the sideload leads to an additional
whirl motion of the bearing geometric center. Figure 3-15 delineates this whirl motion. We
see the orbiting of the center of mass around the bearing centeras depicted by the labeled
"Cylindrical, 3600 around rotor, without any lobes.
"In the presense of imbalance, the center of mass is offset from the bearing geometric center.
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Figure 3-14: The aftermath after crashing at 1.33 million rpm.The rotor is visible under the
main exhaust port and here we notice the fracture lines on the lines after a high-speed crash.
phases I, II and III. Causes of journal bearing failures, therefore, now includes the amplitude
of this whirl motion, which we believe is strongly affected by the journal bearing natural
frequency excitation. As we axe typically operating in the supercritical regime, Section 3.4.2
is thus devoted to determining the MicroBearing journal bearing natural frequency.
3.4.2 Analysis of Power Spectrum
Determination of w,, Detection of the natural frequency is made in real time with a
spectrum analyzer 25 . However, to post-process the information at a higher accuracy and
resolution also occasionally required high speed data2 1. Figure 3-16 shows a sample spectrum.
It was postulated earlier by Ehrich that these frequencies can be generated from the sum
and differences of the rotational speed,w and the whirl natural frequency,w, [22]. This is
generalized by Orr as the following Cauchy product [54]:
2 5Hewlett-Packard 89410A DC-10MHz Vector Signal Analyzer.
2 6As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, this data is sampled at 1.25MHz.
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Figure 3-15: Supercritical whirl motion in a plain hydrostatic-mode journal bearing-
'inverted' operation. Phase I, II and III depict the motion of the center of mass orbiting
around the bearing center, which is fixed by definition.
<1) = 1:e'P : e iqw- X 1:imw",hd x X in"W,,hd). (3.1)
( =1 (q=1 (M=1 =
where W,,hd is the hydrodynamic whirl frequency, and W,,hd the hydrodynamic vibration
frequency. In a purely hydrostatic mode, the last two terms cancel out. The remaining
terms express the boundaries upon crossing the nth-order harmonics of the fundamental
natural frequency. By seeking out the fundamental at each axial differential pressure, we
could conceivably avoid crossing the boundaries during operation.
In order to determine the natural frequency, W., we superimposed two spectrums-of
which the rotational speed W is kept constant, yet with a sizable change in axial differen-
tial pressure. The frequency peaks which shifted must hence be dependent on this axial
differential pressure change. Since increasing the axial differential pressure should increase
the stiffness of the journal bearing and thus increases the natural frequency, the peaks that
shifted to a higher frequency reveal the natural frequency. Figure 3-17 gives an example.
Here we note the shifting of a certain set of peaks from the synchronous frequency upon an
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Frequency spectrum analysis
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Figure 3-16: A sample Fourier spectrum during operation.
increase in axial differential pressure, suggesting a candidate for W,. From this hypothesis,
the rest of the spectrum can be recreated with higher-order harmonic responses. In fact, in
these spectra, even the second-order harmonics is visible.
Figure 3-18 shows a replication of this phenomenon at about half the rotational speed.
Again we notice the "sums and differences" in the harmonic response. An experimental
matrix to determine the natural frequencies is repeated during testing to obtain a broad
spectrum of data. As a sidenote, on some of our high-speed spectra, we observe a distinct
shape to the frequency spikes that is mirror-imaged on the synchronous frequency. This
could be useful as an additional check on our selection of the natural frequency.
Figure 3-19 sums up the whirl natural frequency for the range of axial differential pressure
we have operated. This experimental data is accumulated over 4 of the highest-speed dies,
from two separate builds. We noticed that the natural frequency increases sharply at above
approximately 3 psig. While the natural frequency between the ranges of 3 psig and 5 psig
is pretty well mapped out, the general trend of the natural frequency above 5 psig is still
unclear. The theoretical models (Section 2.1), however, indicate no signs of the natural
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Frequency spectra analysis
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Figure 3-17: Determination of the MicroBearing natural frequency at 1.08 million rpm, with
subharmonic resonances accounted.
frequency peaking off after a certain axial differential pressure. There are suggestions" of
the natural frequency reaching a constant value between 4 to 5 psig. Finally, we point out
that, within each die, there is a clear continous relation on the natural frequency; however,
across different dies, the discrepancy could be as large as 2500 Hz.
2 7Brought up by Fred Ehrich.
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Frequency spectra at a lower operating point
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Figure 3-19: Natural frequencies summary of four highest tip speed MicroBearing devices,
compiled from extensive data set. The different symbols represent natural frequency data
taken from different devices.
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Effects of rotational speed on W,., Theoretical considerations (Section 2.2) of rotational
speed effects on W, suggest the axial-through flow is weakly affected by the rotational
motion. However, the experimental data at 508,000rpm, as shown in Figure 3-20, suggests
the natural frequency is strongly affected by the rotational speed. With the speed increased
on the order of 10%, the natural frequency almost halves. At speeds above 1 million rpm,
however, we did not see this strong effect, though there is still a slight decrease in the
natural frequency. This is at least consistent with the Coney and El-Shaarawi trends, where
a larger change in stiffness is observed at lower rotation rates (as per Figure 2-2). This
could perhaps be explained by conceptualizing the journal bearing flow as two independent
degrees of freedom: an axial-through flow and a rotational flow. At lower speeds, such
as at 477,000rpm, the journal bearing axial-through flow is smaller28 because we do not
require a large axial differential pressure. Increases in the rotational rate (by approximately
31,000rpm) will lead to the journal bearing flow traversing more rotations prior to exiting
axially. However, at larger speeds, such as at 1 million rpm, the axial-through flow is larger 29
and similar increases in the rotational rate will lead to a smaller increase in the number of
rotations prior to exiting the journal bearing. This therefore leads to;a smaller change in
journal bearing characteristics at higher speeds.
Other effects on the W,, Supplementary to the major effects of axial differential pressure
and rotational speed, we observe a small time-dependence of the natural frequency. In
Appendix C-4, we show the resulting two spectra at the same operating conditions, but with
one taken after leaving the device running for another 3 minutes. This shift in the spectra,
while small (on the order of 3%), could suggest a thermal effect that changes the fluid density
and viscosity, and a possible damping effect of the bearings. Without measurements of the
rate of the spectra shift, however, it is difficult to determine the cause of the shift as thermal
or mechanical.
2 8The axial flow velocity is estimated to be at 45m/s for the necessary axial differential pressure, as derived
in our operating schedule, needed in the journal bearing.
29This is estimated to be at 70m/s.
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Freqiuency spectra analysis
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Figure 3-20: Effects of rotational speeds on MicroBearing natural frequency. The increase
in rotational rate leads to a sharp decrease in the natural frequency.
Moreover, the flow exit from the main exhaust of the MicroBearing can excite vibrations
on the speed sensor, leading to a deceptive frequency content on the spectrum. We thus
pRysically load the speed sensor against the entry hole to damp out this vibration and,
undoubtedly, we see the disappearance of this extraneous frequency on the spectrum. The
effect of loading the speed sensor is portrayed in Appendix C-5. In obtaining the high-speed
data for analysis, we took careful note to eliminate the source of this additional vibration
and maintain the same sensor position throughout a whole set of experimental data.
Thirdly, there also exists an hysteresis effect in the journal bearing, -as illustrated in
Figure 3-21. Here, setting the same high rotational speed, we started with an initial condition
(dP = 5.13psig), then increased it (to 5.44psig) and finally dropped it to below the initial
value (at 4.74psig). We detect that the natural frequency does not drop back to the initial
value, though the direction of change is consistent. This suggests a possible hysteresis effect,
on the order of 10%, on the stiffness of the journal bearing. This brings out caution to the
experimentalist who may be operating between two previously defined stable points.
In the latest MicroBearing builds, examination of the frequency spectra at low rotational
14045 499618 12016 13450 15526 16937
1106 2174 4692 5760 7973 9041 10185 1488 15607 17052
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Frequency spectra depicting hystersis effect on journal bearing
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Figure 3-21: Hystersis effects of journal bearing.
speeds do not show the natural frequency until operation at high speeds. This is especially
so for the dies at the center of the wafer, where we have less etch non-uniformity. This
could be because of a smaller amplitude of whirl motion (that is undetected until higher
rotational motion) due to a smaller imbalance. In order to confine ourselves to a stable
operating regime, we use the operating line from previous builds to operate our device, while
constantly watching out for subharmonic excitations.
Effects on crossing the natural frequencies Crossing integer multiples (termed also
as cartiers) of the natural frequency at early stages of the spin-up operation is potentially
hazardous. This is because we are often at a whirl ratio of 2 and above at low speeds, where
it is suggested by Larson and Richardson to be an unstable region [38]. Equation 2.5 cites
the whirl ratio boundary for stability-where the authors report a maximum whirl ratio of
up to 6. At low speeds in our operating line, we are often at this order of magnitude; at high
speeds, we managed a whirl ratio of between 1 and 2 as will be presented in Figure 3-24.
In addition, we note that, during high speed operation, we managed to cross the funda-
mental natural frequency in several of the dies while not detecting the subharmonic responses.
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A sample of this characteristic is illustrated in Appendix C-6 . However, in the operation
of this device, we continued to increase the axial differential pressure even when already at
subcritical operation. This placed us at below the first natural frequency and we observed
a consistent half-speed whirl frequency and a significant increase in load. These two effects
are discussed in Section 3.4.3 and Section 3.5.
3.4.3 A waterfall chart
Combining the Fourier spectra at various rotational speeds produces a "waterfall plot" of
the operation. Figure 3-22 portrays the spectrum from our device MCBR 4-9 up to 1.22
million rpm. A simpler illustration is listed in Appendix C-3. Here we see the synchronous
speed (and its integer multiples) shifting to the right as expected. More interestingly, we
observe the excitation of a "half-speed whirl" appearing very strongly before the final crash.
In fact, subsequent changes in axial differential pressure seems to result in no changes to this
peak of 10071 Hz3 .
Several authors (Atkin and Perez, Muszynska, and Childs) relate the appearance of
tMis "half-speed whirl" as indicative of rotordynamic instability [11, 49, 1]. Childs clearly
illustrates the "half-speed whirl" exceeding the synchronous component in leading up to
instability [11, pg24.]. For a Jeffcott rotor, Muszynska further shows the transition of a
"half-speed whirl" into a "whip" 3 where this large amplitude subsynchronous peak drops
away from 50% of rotational speed and results in rotordynamic instability. This result is also
analytically shown by Crandall in 1990 [16]. Interestingly, this "half-speed whirl" instability
is also seen in a discussion by Orr on the macro Bearing rig experiments, where he terms
this as the "sub-synchronous"at the "onset of hydrodynamic whirl stability" [54].
The appearance of the "half-speed whirl" in our device is therefore suggestive of the
3 0The device eventually reached a final speed of 1.3 million rpm.
"The additional spectrum of 2% change in axial differential pressure is not shown in Figure 3-22 since it
falls right together with the original.
3 2This "whip" term by Muszynska is quite different from dry-friction whipping in rotating machinery, but
rather is the natural frequency, W,, discussed in this work.
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Figure 3-22: A waterfall chart of the Fourier spectra of device MCBR 4-9.
increasing in frequency are the synchronous speeds.
The sharp peaks
onset of instability. In operation of the MicroBearing rig, appearance of subharmonics at
near 50% of the rotational speed is ultimately hazardous. A large change in axial differential
pressure or load might possibly eliminate this "half-speed whirl" due to changes in bearing
reaction forces, though the result is unclear. An example would be to increase the axial
differential pressure significantly in an attempt to increase the hydrostatic stiffness greatly
over the hydrodynamic stiffness; however, our previous attempt to do so brought the rotor
to subcritical operation and a subsequent crash, when crossing the critical again. Childs
suggests replacement of the plain journal bearing (wherein this effect is most pronounced)
with other bearing modes as the most direct approach, though significant redesign would be
needed. Some possible configurations include:
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" Multilobe Bearing
* Axial-Groove Bearing
" Step Bearing
* Tilting-Pad Bearing 3 ,
of which the multilobe bearing has been investigated by Piekos [57].
3.4.4 Further remarks on W
Windowing In the power spectrum estimation for the detected signal, there are several
methods to perform the windowing to reduce the noise. These consist of a Bartlett window,
a Square window, generalized cosine windows (Hamming, Blackman, Hanning, et al.) and
a Kaiser window. The results from a code compiled by Jacobson [35] is illustrated below
for the Square, Hanning and Hamming windowing procedures. Upon comparison, we note
that the Hanning window gives the least noise width around the synchronous frequency.
Comparisons against other methods are listed in Appendix C.3.
3.5 Analysis of Results and Further developments
Summary of operating results Figure 3-24 here summarizes all the high-speed Mi-
croBearing runs and the associated natural frequency obtained using the procedure described
in Section 3.4.2. Here we observe we have operated our high-speed device between the first
and second fundamental natural frequencies by maintaining our nondimensional parameter
Rotational Speed at 45
(Axial differential pressure)2 at approximately 4.5.
In the final crashes of device MCBR 2-5 and MCBR 4-9, we observe a very significant
increase in the load as will be discussed later. In addition, just prior to crashing of device
33 A tilting-pad bearing is projected to eliminate stiffness cross-coupling terms and hence the source of
bearing instability.
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Windowing comparison for power spectrum estimation
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Figure 3-23: Comparison of Square, Hamming and Hanning windowing procedure on the
power spectrum estimation of the MicroBearing natural frequency.
MCBR 4-9, we observe the appearance of a "half-speed" whirl phenomenon. Device MCBR
3-10 failed because of the thrust bearings. The cause of device MCBR 4-2 crash remains
unclear, though it is strongly suspected, in this instance, to-be due to the inaccurate control
of the journal bearing needle valves at high pressures.
Side-loading and -Hydrodynamic effects - Figure 3-25 summarizes, the differences in
the journal bearings pressurizations (Low and High plenums) in the high-speed rotating
dies. While we have attempted to zero out this undesirable side-loading during hydrostatic
operation, the sharp increases in the sideload is often coupled with an "inverse" flowrate.
That is, at very high speeds, we would notice the pressure in one of the journal bearing
plenums (say the High) has a larger increase than the other, while the flowrate in that
higher pressurized side being smaller. We have shown in Chapter 3.2.1 that the packaging
and the in-device flow channels are acceptably similar (in terms of flowrates) for even up to
10.0 psig. Moreover, in device MCBR 4-9, this side-loading only increased when we were
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Figure 3-24: Summary of our device operating line
natural frequency.
with the experimentally determined
increasing the main turbine pressure3 4 . Large loads were observed in several runs prior to
crashing". This suggests a possible cause of failure as the rotor spinning at an off-center
position, not due to the journal bearing pressurizations.
Onset of hydrodynamic operation It is possible that the side-loading causes hydrody-
namic operation, which leads to the rotor crashing. Piekos provides -sample stable orbits at
a center-offset fixed point operation in hydrodynamic mode and unstable orbits when the
applied load is above or below the desired value [57]. This is the only logical conclusion given
that the rotor crashes only with increases in the main turbine flow, and not when varying
other flowrates.
While it is unclear when this transition occurs, the development of an eccentricity sensor
will allow us to understand the hydrodynamic operation. In fact, without a measure of the
34 Previous devices, including device MCBR 2-5, had both the main turbine and journal bearing pressure
coupled together and thus indistinguishable as to the cause of crash.
35In addition, we did not observe a consistent trend of one journal bearing plenum being at a higher
pressure than the other.
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Summary of Load in MicroBearing rigs
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Figure 3-25: Summary of load in high-speed rotating dies, depicting sharp increases in load
just before catastrophic crashes. This load is the difference in journal bearing pressures
between the Low and the High plenums, leading to a sideload on the rotor.
in-built imbalance, it is even more difficult to estimate a desired applied external load for a
required eccentricity. Using a hydrostatic journal bearing theoretical stiffness to predict an
estimated load for a given eccentricity would not prove useful in this aspect since an accurate
load parameter is neccessary for the experimentalist. We could conceivably also employ a
computation of an expected flowrate for a given eccentricity and geometry for a more precise
eccentricity, though it would be difficult to tell the eccentricity, for a rotating body, from
a static plenum flowrate. Indeed, we do require accurate positioning of the eccentricity for
hydrodynamic operation.
Half-speed whirl In the operation of device MCBR 4-9, we also observe the appearance of
a "half-speed whirl" just before the onset of instability (Figure 3-22). This "half-speed whirl"
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is presented in literature as detrimental to stability of rotordynamics. This appearance of
the "half-speed whirl" was after we operated below the fundamental natural frequency in
a subcritical operation. As mentioned earlier, experiments on the macro Bearing rig also
noted this same "half-speed whirl" before hydrodynamic instability [54]. We would, nonethe-
less, certainly express caution to the experimentalist when detecting this "half-speed whirl"
appearance in our gas-lubricated journal bearing design. As an interest from literature,
suggestions to overcome this "half-speed whirl" stems into investigations of a multilobe or
tilting-pad journal bearing design.
Larson and Richardson Instability In Richardson and Larson's paper [38], rotordy-
namic instability, in addition to half-speed whirl, is cited as occuring at greater than twice
the fundamental natural frequency for hydrostatic operation. (There are, however, cases
of operation to even six times this natural frequency presented [23, 38].) Having selected
the MicroBearing natural frequency as seen in Section 3.4, it is hence prudent to oper-
ate at below twice this fundamental frequency when given the opportunity. Figure 3-24
shows :ur operation line, which we have miraculous kept by maintaining our nondimen-
sional Rotational Speed parameter at approximately 4.5 at high rotational speeds.(Axial differential pressure) 2
Thrust Bearings Device MCBR 3-10 from Microbearing build 3 spun up well in terms of
journal bearing operation. The first test on this batch of dies had an edge die that reached
an ultimate rotational speed of 870,000 rpm, as represented in Figure 3-12. However, a
post-analysis on its operation brought to light the failure of the thrust bearings just before
its final crash. This is portrayed in Figure 3-26.
In Figure 3-26 we observe sharp jumps of the forward thrust bearing flowrate and a com-
plementary drop in the aft thrust bearing flowrates. These spikes are suggestive of transient
flowrates in the thrust bearings 36 . In fact, for this particular device, we recorded, earlier
on, a rapid deceleration to zero rotational speed when a similar jump in thrust bearing
36The very large flowrate measurements are probably not accurate [35].
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Thrust bearing filowrates of Build 3 device just before final crash at 840,000 rpm
Forward thrust bearing flowrate
.---...- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - --
- --- - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -
Aft thrust bearing flowrate
1854.23
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Figure 3-26: Failure of the thrust
and right at the point of crash.
bearings in build 3 device seconds prior to ultimate crash
flowrates occurred. Hence the multiple occurences of these sudden variations in thrust bear-
ing flowrates, each spanning approximately 3 sec spikes across a time period of 50 sec, are
indicative of the cause of the final failure. It is thus suggested that the thrust bearing nozzles
be fabricated to as close to the design value of 10.Opm as possible.
Imbalance with MicroBearing performance The fabrication efforts to reduce the
imbalance--through etch non-uniformity reduction and minimizing the misalignment on the
rotor plate-has brought about large improvements in MicroBearing operation. We note
here the "easy" spin-up of the devices and the high performance achievements of edge dies,
which would not be possible with the previously suspected imbalance level.
37We note here that 12.8um nozzles (in MCBR Build 3) failed at high speeds, while 9.3um nozzles (in
MCBR Build 4) function well at the maximum rotational speed we obtained.
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Suggestions for further development With the transition into a hydrodynamic mode
of operation and with hydrodynamic stiffness expected to be larger than its hydrostatic
counterpart, the key to operation in the hydrodynamic mode would be the development of
an eccentricity measurement scheme. This could possibly be in the form of a displacement
sensor, or a highly calibrated flowrate model for a given eccentricity. Development of the
sensor might be more favorable since it:
1. Enables hydrodynamic operation:
" Hydrodynamic orbits may not be at a fixed point operation, and hence a flowrate
from a static plenum might not be useful.
* Deep etching of journal might cause slight variation in journal clearances across
wafers and dies, leading to necessary intensive measurements of the actual clear-
ance in order to use a highly calibrated flowrate-eccentricity model,
* Recording of the orbits would be especially interesting and helpful in constructing
of a hydrodynamic operating line.
2. Counterchecks the hydrostatic whirl frequency: With positional data, the velocity
result can be obtained as a countercheck on our measurements. The specific hydrostatic
whirl orbit could also be determined.
Constructing a reliable eccentricity sensor is not an easy task in microdevices as noted
by Chen [10], and obtaining a commercial measurement system might be a useful path in
parallel.
Moreover, instead of enabling a hydrodynamic mode of operation, we could perhaps
delay the transition from a hydrostatic to a hydrodynamic mode. Other journal bearing
geometries, such as the multilobe or step bearings, should be investigated. These bearing
geometries, when designed appropriately, may lead to bearings with a larger hydrostatic to
hydrodynamic stiffness ratio, allowing the benefits of hydrostatic bearings at higher speeds.
These experiments into a variant journal bearing design, instead of a plain, cylindrical journal
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bearing, would certainly be interesting and helpful in extending the current operating range
of the MicroBearing device.
In terms of experimenting with the hydrostatic journal bearing operation, we can also
consider coupling both Low and High journal bearing plenums together. This could be
either supplying both plenums with a single flow source, or fabricating a single plenum
for the journal bearing. While this will not allow side-loading, it will nonetheless ensure
equal pressures on both sides of the journal bearing. Finally, reducing the imbalance-either
through fabrication improvements or static balancing-could perceivably extend the range
of hydrostatic journal bearing operation.
Chapter 4
Hydrodynamic Thrust Bearing:
Theory
You might discover after a bit, for example,
that when there's only one bishop around on the board
that the bishop maintains its color. Later on you might
discover the law for the bishop as it moves on the diagonal
which would explain the law you understood before...
Then things can happen, everything's going good,
you've got all the laws, it looks very good,
and then all of a sudden some strange phenomenon occurs in some corner.
-R. Feynman, The Rules of The Game (1981)
This chapter covers the design of a hydrodynamic spiral groove thrust bearing. We begin
with the basis for selection of this type of thrust bearings and present previous insights from
literature. The developed theoretical model, formulated mainly from Muijderman [47], is
used to optimized the design for the thrust bearing load capacity. Analysis indicates the
need for a hybrid hydrostatic-hydrodynamic mode for low speed operation. The design of
this hybrid bearing is also discussed. This chapter concludes with a discussion of stability
considerations, rarefaction effects and other selected challenges.
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4.1 Conceptual Development of Spiral Groove Bearing
4.1.1 Why a spiral groove bearing
The current hydrostatic inherent-restrictor thrust bearing requires large external pressuriza-
tions for the microturbine to be operational. Typical pressures for the hydrostatic thrust
bearings range between 40 to 70psig depending on the desired stiffness and load. For the ac-
tual MicroEngine to achieve self-sustained operation (such that necessary bearing pressures
could be tapped from the compressor exhaust pressure'), new thrust bearing designs needs
to be explored.
As a historical note, hydrostatic thrust bearings were chosen initially for the MicroEngine
because they provide high stiffness and high load capacity independent of rotational speed. In
addition, a hydrostatic mode allows the axial position of the rotor to be controlled relatively
easily, an important feature when the turbine and journal bearing operations are of initial
concern.
The consequence of employing hydrostatic thrust bearings is the need for relatively high
pressures. This is because the stiffness and load capacity is derived, with external pressuriza-
tion, from two restrictors in series-an "orifice compensation" and a "film" restrictor 2 . This
is depicted in Figure 4-1. With an increase in load on the thrust bearing, the bearing gap will
decrease. This increases the net flow resistance and decreases the mass flowrate, resulting
in a lower pressure drop across the "orifice compensation" restrictor. This leads to a larger
pressure drop at the "film" restrictor and thus produces the restoring force. Hydrostatic
thrust bearing are well-documented in literature by Vohr [69], Optiz [53], Hamrock [34] and
many other authors. Specifically, our hydrostatic thrust bearing designs were simulated,
designed and tested by Jacobson [35], Orr [54] and Lin [40].
'The combustor inlet pressure is the maximum available static pressure for the bearings.
2In an electrical analogy, the two restrictors could be treated as a simple voltage divider.
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Figure 4-1: Concept of the hydrostatic thrust bearing (adapted from Vohr [69, 54])
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To achieve a much lower pressurization of the thrust bearing, however, several choices of
gas-lubricated self-acting thrust bearings are possible. Using primarily the concept of hydro-
dynamic squeeze film effects, the following thrust bearings are sourced from literature [34,
47, 62, 42]:
" Parallel-step slider bearing
" Taper-land bearing
" Pocket bearing
" Spherical thrust bearing
" Flat spiral groove bearing
* Conical spiral groove bearing.
Figure 4-2: Other kinds of self-acting thrust bearings (adapted from [42, 55]): A. Taper-land,
B. Step, C. Pocket, D. Spiral Groove, E. Spherical, F. Conical spiral groove.
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These thrust bearings, many simply named after their geometry, are shown here in Fig-
ure 4-2. Numerical solutions for these bearings under gas-lubrication are summarized by
Hamrock [34]. Of these bearings, the spiral groove bearings and the parallel-step slider
bearing have extensive design and experimental data in literature. Parallel-step slider bear-
ings, however, require a "feed groove" that is a few orders of magnitude larger than the
bearing gap [34], leading to possible anisotropic deep-etch fabrication difficulties. Conical
spiral groove bearing designs are also rejected because of the difficulty of achieving three-
dimensional features in the planar semiconductor microfabrication environment. Given the
availability of experimental data and fabrication constraints, we therefore focused our design
to the family of spiral groove bearings.
Though spiral groove bearings essentially requires no additional external pressurization,
it adds drag to the turbine and there might be issues with stability. These issues of drag
and stability are to be considered when selecting a final configuration from the family of flat
(planar) spiral groove bearings as listed here:
1. Full flat spiral groove bearing without transverse flow
2. Herringbone flat bearing
3. Partially grooved flat spiral groove bearing.
They are depicted in Figure 4-3 for reference. Of these three possible designs, a full flat
spiral groove bearing without transverse flow provides the largest load capacity compared to
the other two.
Herringbone flat bearings and partially grooved flat spiral groove bearings are especially
suitable if the inner chamber inside radius r, is not closed. The opening of the inner chamber
will result in a transverse flow, creating a pressure drop at the inner chamber and hence a
lower load-carrying capacity. This is the reason why Herringbone flat bearings and partially
grooved flat spiral groove bearings (even when optimized) are unable to compete with full
flat spiral groove bearings without transverse flow.
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Figure 4-3: Other spiral groove bearings configurations (adapted from[47]): (1)Full flat spiral
groove bearing without transverse flow, (2)Herringbone flat bearing, (3)Partially grooved flat
spiral groove bearing.
A Herringbone flat bearing reduces the transverse flow with its geometric design by
placing the highest pressure at the center of the spiral groove length. A partially grooved
flat spiral groove bearing increases its load capacity by virtue of the inner ungrooved raised
height which prevents the pressure from falling off to zero at the ends of the spiral grooves.
They are particularly useful if there is transverse flow in the thrust bearing.
Without transverse flow, therefore, a full flat spiral groove bearing surfaces as the best
choice since the inner chamber for the MicroEngine can afford to be closed. This is because
the journal bearing is designed to be radially outside the thrust bearing, leading to the
absence of the inner chamber shaft as seen in Figure 4-3. A spiral groove bearing in this
work from hence will thus refer to a full flat spiral groove bearing.
4.1.2 Historical layout
Spiral groove bearings were first readily accounted theoretically by Whipple [71] in 1949
(the report remained classified until 1957). It was also in 1957 when a paper by Ford, Harris
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and Pantall [30] was published on a flat axial gas-lubricated spiral groove thrust bearings.
Independently, Boon and Tal [8], in 1959, reported on viscoseals which were modeled similarly
with a parallel groove pattern. In 1956, Woodsworth [75] also published his 1952 theoretical
work on spiral groove thrust bearings.
However, both the Whipple and Woodsworth models had the common assumptions that
(1) the grooves are considered narrow enough such that the end effects can be neglected, and
(2) the pressure distribution across the grooves can be regarded as linear. These assumptions
turned out to be questionable when experimental work by Whitley and Williams [73] depicted
serious differences between the theoretical predictions and experimental values.
E.A. Muijderman[47], in 1966, performed a more comprehensive modeling and predicted
results that coincided well with the experimental data. Muijderman formulated his model by
solving the simplified Reynolds equation, the energy equation for Newtonian fluid and the
continuity equation analytically. He found that the assumption of linear pressure distribution
across the grooves is valid, except at the groove ends. Muijderman then included an empirical
correction for the end effects of spiral groove bearings since the analytical solution of the
groove ends were difficult to obtain3 . Besides the analytical solution, he was also able to
arrive at approximate solutions to capture the pressure distribution and the frictional forces.
The approximate solutions were based on a linear pressure distribution in an incompressible
fluid across the grooves, and predicted the experimental results adequately.
4.1.3 Physical concept of the spiral groove bearing
The physics of the spiral groove bearing can be explained by simply considering the respective
flow resistances. Since the flow resistance along the grooves is smaller than the resistance
across the groove, an adjacent plate (to the spiral grooves) in motion will induce a flow
along the grooves. The induced flow, if the adjacent plate moves in the direction of the
incline of the spirals, will be inwards. This inward-induced flow will then cause a pressure
3Employing these empirical corrections for our modelling would thus require a validation of the scaling
effects in the microscale.
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rise (above ambient) as we transverse toward the center of the bearing. This basic concept
is now explained in more detail.
Consider the fluidic element shown in the Figure 4-4, with the top member moving
the positive x-direction (Figure 4-5) [47]. From the generalized Reynolds equation[18] and
imposing the following assumptions:
* time-invariant incompressible fluid
" all other velocity components, except in the x-direction, are zero (see Figure 4-5)
" a planar surface of the spiral grooves
we simplify the expression of the pressures in the spiral groove bearing into the following
partial differential equation
a api a 'pi(41(P ) + -(P ) 0 (4.1)(9X (xi az azi '
where the subscript i represents distribution in the groove or above the ridges, p the density,
and p the pressure.
Figure 4-4: Fluidic Element, showing nomenclature for derived expressions.
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Figure 4-5: Coordinate system in Muijderman[47], showing nomenclature for derived expres-
sions.
With an approximated linear pressure distribution, Muijderman derived the solution of
Equation 4.1, leading to the pressure build-up as illustrated in Figure 4-6. The top member
moves in the positive x-direction to generate the shown pressure distribution. We note that
this approximate pressure build-up does not yet include the end effect of the grooves.
Figure 4-6: Approximate Pressure Build-up in grooves and ridges.
The pressure "waves" at the interface of the groove and the ridge increase toward the
thrust bearing center and provide the load capacity of interest. Section 4.2 investigates the
pertinent characteristics of the spiral groove bearing within our design space.
Also of concern are the resultant mass flow rates in the spiral grooves. The mass flows of
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each element (as illustrated in Figure 4-4 could be expressed in the following non-dimensional
forms [47]:
qiX = p(K1 +)
qgx = p(H HK5+H )
cx
1z = pK
q2z = pH'K
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
where the subscript 1 depicts position in the grooves and subscript 2 depicts position above
the ridges. The nondimensionless terms in the above Equations (4.2)-(4.5) are defined as
the following:
d
P
q 2q1,
x U1hi
q2 2q2Ux = h
z -
d Po
,2 H h,
hi)
X- 2q1z
Po Uhipo'
X 292z
Po ' 2z Uhipo'
K h{ poK = - .
6'r7U1d
These massflow rates are only of theoretical interest since experimental values for comparison
would be difficult to obtain.
4.2 Models: Muijderman, Pan and Malanoski
Muijderman[47] derived the exact solution to Equation 4.1 analytically. This was for a model
that did not include the end effects of the spiral grooves. The solution for the pressure
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difference is:
1277wr 2
Pexact = 2 /\ (cot aho
(2sn2a)/ {(27r sin a cos a)/m + ln A}
2
){1 - exp(2sna/m io
sin a
m 1 - (l)ne(2bsin a)/c C
x s 2Q 4(b/C)2(sin2 2 2 (sin c) + -}7r sin 2eia n= 4b)2s2+n27r2 4b
27r (sin a cos a) + (mln A)/27rb/c -
11 s " LZ
(4.7)
Pexact as the pressure difference between the inner radius and outer radius of a spiral groove,
and the other terms described in the nomenclature section (page 17) and shown in Figure 4-7.
Figure 4-7: Nomenclature of terms in the sprial groove bearings.
In order to include the end effects4 , Muijderman took an alternative approach5 to solving
Equation(4.1). He imposed a linear pressure approximation profile and, using an electrical
analogy (instead of analytically), obtained the "effective" spiral groove end radii rieff, r2eff
experimentally. They are expressed as
= ( 1  a) 2 1 - H
3
rief f = rem-a-) l+-y 1+H 3
r2eff =r2 e(1--)(tana) 2 1-H 31+-( 1+H 3
A1/ cot a
A1 i cot a + C1i
A2/ cot a
A2icot a + C2/
where a is expressed in degrees and the coefficients A 1,2/, C1 ,2 / are also listed in the nomen-
4The end effect is a drop in pressure at the edges of the spiral grooves.
5 The analytic form was difficult to evaluate and might not lead to a closed-form solution
where
(4.6)
(4.8)
(4.9)
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clature section. And, to use these experimentally-derived coefficients, this equality must be
satisfied to match Muijderman's experimental condition:
2 1 7k > (2.5(sin 2 a) + - sin 2a) ,r (4.10)1 +') 2 - ln A
where k is the number of grooves in the spiral groove bearing. This ensures that the length
of the groove is at least 2.5 times the groove width.
Thus, adding in these experimentally obtained end effect corrections, Muijderman arrived
at a more-detailed set of expressions for the pressure build-up, load-carrying capacity, and
frictional torque. The pressure build-up p, (above ambient pressure) is represented in
2Pri =3 r,.2r2 (1- _ 2 ) gi(, H,7)0C1 (, H, 7 ,A, k), (4.11)
where g, and C1 are expressed in the nomenclature section. And the load-carrying capacity
Wt computes as
W -= 2h 2 (1 - A4) g,(a, H, y) C2(a, H, y, A, k), (4.12)2h2
where C2 is also described in the nomenclature section.
The factor g, accounts for the optimal geometric design, depending on the spiral groove
angle, the film height above the ridges and the groove depth. Typical g, values range from
0.01 to 0.09. In addition, the factors C, and C2 account for the end effect pressure losses
and are thus called "end effect correction factors". The end effect correction factors not only
depend on the spiral groove angle, the film height above the ridges and the groove depth, but
also on the number of grooves, the inner and outer spiral groove radii, and the widths of the
groove and ridges. The computation of these factors in our model is listed in Appendix D.2
and counter-checked against Muijderman[47].
Finally, the frictional torque, which was used to compute the drag, is found from
A = w2 (1 _ A4 ) 92 (c, H, y), (4.13)2h2
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where Mt is the frictional torque due to the spiral groove bearing6 and 92 as listed in the
nomenclature reference (Section , page 17).
Pan and Malanoski [41](Mechanical Technology Incorporated) in 1965 also published
their results independently from Muijderman. The results between Pan and Malanoski and
Muijderman were similar-Muijderman gave more details on the derivation of his model and
included the end-effects; Pan and Malanoski included a discussion of the static and dynamic
stability of the hydrodynamic thrust bearings.
4.3 Axial Thrust Balances
To predict the required design load capacity of the spiral groove bearings, the axial forces
on the rotor due to the air pressures (except the thrust bearings) must be computed. The
downward forces on the rotor are due to: (A) pressure drop across the turbine, (B) mo-
mentum change of these main air out of the exhaust. In addition, the upward forces on the
rotor are: (C) pressurization of the journal bearings, (D) shear flow of the bearing air, (E)
pressurization across the seal of the journal bearing, (F) momentum change of the Motor
Outer Plenum air as it enters the aft side of the rotor, (G) pressurization of the Motor Outer
Plenum across the generator gap, (H) momentum change of the Motor Outer Plenum into
the exhaust. This is illustrated below in Figure 4-8.
A simple computation shows the order of magnitude from momentum change and shear
flow as relatively small compared to pressurization forces, and thus can be neglected from
axial load computations.
Without the thrust bearings, typical operation 7 of the Microbearing rig results in a net
axial force downwards at lower rotational speeds, and upwards at higher rotational speeds.
This is shown in Figure 4-9. We note, of course, that if the operating conditions of the
6Frictional torque due to the inner chamber is negligible since the inner chamber is recessed into a deeper
depth.
7 The schedule followed in a 'typical' operation of the Microbearing rig allows for stability of the hydrostatic
journal bearings, in order for the device to spin up to high rotational speeds.
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Figure 4-8: Schematic of forces acting on rotor.
Microbearing rig changes (such as with less journal bearing pressure) then the net axial
force would change accordingly. Figure 4-9 below is for the operation of the Microbearing
rig following a pressurization schedule that has worked well so far. The Matlab script for
this computation is included in Appendix A. 1.
This suggests that the design thrust bearings must be able to support an downward-
pushing rotor at below approximately 300,000rpm and an upward-pushing rotor above that
speed. The current build of the Microbearing, using hydrostatic thrust bearings, has the aft
thrust bearing with a larger diameter than the forward thrust bearings8 . With the net force
pushing upwards on the rotor at high speeds, there is an incentive to design the forward
thrust bearings with a larger diameter than the aft. However, as an initial device to test
the operation of the hydrodynamic spiral groove thrust bearings, a symmetrical set of thrust
bearings would teach us more of the spiral groove bearing effects-especially when different
configurations of hydrodynamic and hydrostatic thrust bearings are involved9 .
8This is to accommodate the additional attraction force from the electrical motor at the aft side.
gDetailed description of the experimental matrix of hydrodynamic and hydrostatic thrust bearings is
listed in Section 5.2.1.
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Figure 4-9: Axial load on rotor versus rotational speed. The resultant load is pushing
downwards on the rotor at low speeds, but upwards at speeds above 310,000rpm.
4.4 Optimized Design
With the required load capacity of the spiral grooves determined, the geometry of the spiral
grooves bearings was manipulated for optimal load capacity and stiffness. It was basically a
seven degrees of freedom desigu space where the variables are: (1) number of grooves k, (2)
outer radius of spiral r2, (3) inner radius of spiral ri, (4) depth of groove h0, (5) gap of thrust
bearing h2, (6) spiral groove angle oa, (7) ratio of groove-ridge width 'y. Other performance
"indicators" such as drag and axial natural frequency' 0 were also investigated.
Working from Equation 4.12, a parameter sweep was peformed-the resulting load capac-
ities, from varing a single parameter at one time, are shown in below Figure 4-10. Parameters
that might affect each other are coupled together in the investigation. The following obser-
vations can be made:
'
0 Computed as a linear spring-mass system from the stiffness coefficient.
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Figure 4-10: Variation of design geometries on the load capacity
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" Increasing the number of grooves k increases the load capacity, while increasing the
number above 50 does not have much effect.
" The optimal groove angle a, when individually varied, peaks off at about 26-an
increase above that results in lower load capacity. An optimal a of 160 is later chosen
considering other design parameters.
" Optimized J lies within the 0.3 to 0.9 range, depending on the groove angle a. Figure 4-
10 seems to suggest 6 at 0.63.
" Different eccentricities of the bearing leads a different optimized 6. To keep the load
capacity relatively large for differnt eccentricities, we would instead pick 6 at 0.42.
" Decreasing the bearing gap h2 increases the load capacity significantly, since Wt is pro-
portional to 1. As small a gap as can be tolerated (page 103) should be incorporated.
" Increasing the outer radius r2 of the spiral leads to a quartic increase in the load
capacity. Inner radius r1 should be kept at 80% of the outer radius for stability issues
(Section 4.6).
e The optimal groove-to-ridge width y lies at about 1.2 for our design.
Our only geometric constraint here is the forward thrust bearing radius, which is kept
at the current radii of 700um to reduce the number of changes" to the current MicroBear-
ing device. The aft thrust bearing radius, on the other hand, could be modifed with less
mask changes. With the intent of maximizing the load and maintaining the stiffness at a
respectable level(Figure 4-14), the optimized geometry is summarized here:.
e number of grooves k = 50;
e a = 16';
"Changing the forward thrust bearing radius would mean changing all the masks for the top three wafers,
and would result in different operating conditions.
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6 = 0.42;
* h2 minimal = lum => ho = 2.4um;
* r 2 = 700um => r1 = 560um for A fixed = 0.80 (for stability) (Section 4.6);
e 7 = 1.2.
We note again that, in our design, both forward and aft thrust bearings are identically
symmetrical as a baseline design to investigate the effects of the spiral grooves.
Comparison of these optimized design values to others in literature [55, 47] places us in
the mid-range between these studies-a between 14 to 17.5 and Y at 1.05 to 1.60. We found
6 to be at 0.42 for our optimal value, compared to the previous authors' values of 0.33 to
0.35. This is because we kept A at 0.80 as a simple gage into stability12 ([55], MTI Figure
6.3.9), whereas the authors have optimized their values at A between 0.4 to 0.7.
The specific resulting performances are computed in Appendix D.1, along with the opti-
mized design, for reference. We illustrated here, in Figure 4-11, a graphical representation of
its performance and, in Figure 4-12, a collapsed 2-d form of the load capacity. We observed
that there is no load capacity at zero eccentricity because of the symmetric thrust bearings.
For a given speed, there is an increased load capacity' 3 for increased eccentricity-this in-
crease in load capacity becomes more prominent at high eccentricities 4 . The increase in load
capacity with rotational speed suggests a stronger thrust bearing as we operate at higher
speeds.
12Dynamic stability issues presented in Section 4.6.
"
3 On the order of a quadratic increase between 50% and zero eccentricity, with approximately 0.38N at
50% eccentricity and at 1.2million rpm.
14 Unlike the journal bearing modeling, we chose to limit ourselves to "high" eccentricities of 0.50, given
that our thrust bearing gap is 1-2um, for precaution against rarefaction effects.
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Figure 4-11: Optimized design performance of load capacity and stiffness.
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Figure 4-12: Optimized design performance against operating conditions.
Furthermore, other performance indicators predicted are the stiffness, the natural fre-
quency from an associated linear spring-mass system, and the drag. This is appended in
Figure 4-13. Note that the drag increases quadratically with speed (per Equation 4.13). In
addition, the natural frequency drops to less than twice the rotational speed above 925,000
rpm, though it is still above the critical speed. The stiffness is relatively weak at low speeds,
suggesting a possible need for providing stiffness through other means during the spin-up'5 .
Figure 4-14 shows a comparison of the stiffness from hydrodynamic spiral grooves with the
hydrostatic thrust bearings. The hydrostatic stiffness is dependent on the external pressures,
although independent on the rotational speed. On the contrary, the hydrodynamic stiffness
increases with rotational speed and has the potential of achieving a larger stiffness than a
hydrostatic stiffness (of 73psig external pressuization) at above 860,000rpm. We also note
the similarity of our hydrodynamic stiffness computation to that suggested by Hamrock [34,
33].
15Section 4.5 discusses means for possibly achieving this transition.
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Figure 4-13: Stiffness, Natural Frequency and Drag of the optimized design.
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Figure 4-14: An overview of hydrostatic and hydrodynamic thrust bearing stiffness.
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The main correction factor gi and the end correction factors C1,2 are presented in Ap-
pendix D.2 as a check against Muijderman [47]. A sample source code for the hydrodynamic
spiral grooves computation is listed in Appendix A.2.
Thus given our optimized geometry and performance indicators, the "lift-off" speed-at
which the spiral grooves would provide the required axial thrust (Section 4.3)-is determined
as seen in Figure 4-15. This lift-off speed is determined to be approximately at 164,500 rpm.
This rotational speed is relatively achievable with the current Microbearing devices amd thus
comfortable for a first demonstration of hydrodynamic spiral grooves on microdevices.
Determination of "lift-off' transition
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estimated "lift-off'
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Figure 4-15: The ovals represent the net experimental axial load on the rotor without the
thrust bearings; the lines represent the theoretical load capacity from the spiral groove thrust
bearings. The "lift-off" speed is checked when the experimental axial load falls within the
theoretical load capacity of the thrust bearings at 50% eccentricity.
4.5 Hybrid mode
To allow operation at low speed and to ensure the ability to reach "lift-off" speed, the bear-
ings were designed to include an externally pressurized stiffness. This external pressurization
can be valved off for transition into a pure hydrodynamic mode once the required "lift-off"
speed is reached.
hydrodynamic spiral grooves hydrostatic nozzles hydrodynamic spiral grooves
induced inward .h y b . p d sdd induced inward
pumping action s pyting aci
using modelproviextebya prsiatibon . Ths od exrltea tpre saion rsritr-oii
inhernt orFigure 4nd Cra-os soec tiona illsratioofen the hybrid odhe e ee e
Tyorovide this Wadkdrtionale stffs intilly, ah hydrostatic inhret esrictrthut.er
ingieticalito the hydrostatic boearinglato in previous deiesur dedtth hydrdtrocdnaicn
thrust bearige Ti thencresates thde yri moer that allowsus toi vaiatafc the raiowo
the drodynmict spiral grooves. esmoeling of tehdrtosti ths ben s a achinee
ruiga odel (proied by Jaecobn fThis tmrdsl formulas thre sea rsrictrorifi.cTe
bOra d[pt] aWletaeas oee the hydrostatic thrust bearing.pd faprl yrdnmcsia
Prositioningpm.heowydrotaticrdorzles at theqlocationrintpteviousfpureshydrostaticwdesigss
raillcto coe othe center of the thrust bearing pad)bc pt prxmtl from espr a gre.bhe
stiffness. The resulting cross-sectional view of the hybrid mode is illustrated in Figure 4-16.
The raised height at the center of the thrust bearing might again affect the performance of
1 6 Dr. Richard Walker of CS Draper Lab employed a code by Mechanical Technology Incorporated for the
computation.
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Parameter Optimized result Parameter Derived results
Length 100um Axial Load Capacity 0.199N
Diameter 10um Stiffness 131,400N/m
Number of orifices 20 Flowrate 32.5sccm
Bearing film depth 1.5um % Press drop at orifice 35%
Orifice radial location 350um Supply Pressure 58.78psig
Thrust bearing pad radius 400um Exit Pressure 21.75psig
Table 4.1: Optimized design of the hydrostatic nozzles for the hybrid mode.
the spiral grooves-we thus chose a radial diameter of the center raised height as small as
possible, while not deviating too much from the current design.
Given these general guidelines, we employed Jacobson's model and iterated through the
matrix of possible designs. The resulting optimized design is summarized in Table 4.1. A
note' in using the model is that the circumferential distance between the nozzles should
be significantly smaller than the radial outflow length in order for a uniform, radial pressure
profile at the nozzle location to be valid. In addition, we set the exit pressure at 21.75psig,
instead of at ambient, due to the pressure buildup from the spiral grooves.
We note the stiffness is highly dependent on the thrust bearing gap and, hence, the
need for a different depth from the 1.0pLm overall shallow etch across the thrust bearing pad.
Finally, as will be discussed in Section 5.2.1, we also incorporated a purely hydrodynamic and
a purely hydrostatic design into the final fabrication for reasons of testing and calibration.
4.6 Spiral grooves stability
4.6.1 "Absolute" Stability from MTI
In the 1972 design notes-"Design of Gas Bearings"-by the Mechanical Technology Incor-
porated [42], Malanoski and Pan [55] listed a chart that suggests an "absolute" stability
'
7 Personal communication with Jacobson.
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for hydrodynamic spiral grooves. While the authors did not include the derivation of this
stability curve (Figure 4-17) in the MTI publication, the analysis seems to be follow from
their earlier work in 1965 [41]. As a general guide for the first iteration of the design, we
follow along this chart while refining our stability computation later in Section 4.6.2.
unstabLe
Figure 4-17: Conditions for stability as suggested by Mechanical Technolgoy Incorporated
(adapted from Malanoski and Pan [551).
With the ratio of spiral groove radii plotted against the compression number Ac, the
required radii for absolute stability of the spiral groove thrust bearings are denoted. Our
design has Ra = 0 and compression number Ac at 33.818 for rotational speed at 1.2 million
rpm. These compression numbers thus point to the radii ratios at less than 0.5 for stability.
We pick conservatively the _0 R ratio at 0.2 as a design constraint-this leads to g' of 0.8
for our device.
4.6.2 Dynamic Stability
To further investigate the stablity issues of an inward pumping spiral groove thrust bearings,
we look into the 1987 and 1990 publications by Constantinescu and Galetuse [14, 15]. They
provide two stability methods which are used as a check:
'
8 Compression number Ac is linearly proportional to rotational speed; therefore at 14.1 for 500,000rpm.
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Air-hammer analysis This computes a compression number19 limit Ac* such that the bear-
ing is unconditionally stable [13, 39]. The main approximation in this method is that
of the instantaneous pressure distribution retaining the same form as the static distri-
bution20 .
Standard small perturbation analysis A small perturbation is included and the system
analyzed under harmonic oscillations. This gives a critical mass number M, under
which the vibrations would still be stable.
Thus, when the bearing compressiblity number Ac is below A*, the bearing would be un-
conditionally stable. When A* is exceeded, there is still a probability for the bearing to be
stable-this is when the small pertubation calculations show that the mass is smaller than
Ar.
The small perturbation analysis, however, often leads to a required mass that is much
smaller than of practical interest [14]. For example, a sample calculation on the Microbear-
ing rig shows Ac at 33.84 for 1.2 million rpm. Our previous optimized design parameters
(Section 4.4) has A at 0.80 and 1/H at 3.4. From the charts in Constantinescu [14], this
gives a Me, of approximately 0.01, translating to a critical mass Mcr of 0.13pg. Our device
already has a mass of 11.3mg, implying that our device is unstable at high speeds and a
much smaller mass is required for stability.
Alternative, we can use the air-hammer analysis to determine when the spiral groove
would become unstable. A critical compression numberA* obtained by Constantinescu ana-
lytically is expressed as:
A* = 4A0, (4.14)
c fofao I cos |(Aj,A 2,i - A3 ,jA 4 ,i)
19Malanoski and Pan had A, as the compression number and not compressiblity number. We use here the
former for consistency in this work.
20Constantinescu and Galetuse [15], Appendix II.
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Parameter Derived result
Config a Config b
A* 22.78 41.87
Speed at which A* was exceeded 819,000 rpm 1,494,000 rpm
Table 4.2: Derived results on stability parameters.
where the terms A.,i represent the Constantinescu and Galetuse coefficients for n e [0, 4] and{ a outer spiral groove with center chamber raised
b outer land area with inner spiral groove, including shaft at inner chamber.
The expressions for the coefficients can get quite lengthy and is listed in the nomenclature
reference (page 17). The terms f. and fo are also parameters listed in the nomenclature
section. The derived results, as summarized in the Table 4.2, for the two configurations pre-
viously mentioned suggests the speed at which the bearing goes unstable. We note here that,
while dynamic stability is computed with two configurations of spiral grooves, our design
(primarily that shown in Muijderman) is not identically the same as the configurations pre-
sented 2 1 . Therefore, these two configurations serve to give us a design range where dynamic
stability would be an issue.
In addition, a fully optimized geometry spiral groove bearing leads to the smallest Ac
(i.e. easier to become unstable). To further improve on the stability range for future designs,
we would consider departing (again) from the optimized geometry by decreasing the groove
depth h, at the expense of load capacity.
Lastly, we also bring up that an outward pumping design has a much smaller h, and
thus the compression parameter Ac (proportional to h - 2 ) is significantly larger, although A*
would only be slightly larger [15]. An inward pumping design would thus still be preferred
on stability issues.
I'Very similar to configuration (i = a), we have the center land lowered and raised again for the hydrostatic
thrust bearings.
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4.7 Further remarks on hydrodynamic thrust bearing
design
4.7.1 Rarefaction Effects
Using continuum analysis for a lum micro-channel requires a check on the rarefaction effects
on the gas. Typically, the Knudsen number serves as a simple check and is given by [7]:
Kn = A (4.15)
L
where A here is the mean free path and L the characteristic length in question. The mean free
path A is expressed in terms of effective molecular diameter d, thermodynamic temperature
T, pressure P, Boltzmann's constant K, and gas molecular number density n, as:
A= 1 rT (4.16)
n,ds P, f2ds
At standard conditions, the air molecular number density2 2 n is 2.68699 x 102 m- 3 and
the effective molecular diameter2 3 d is 3.7 x 10-10 m. This puts the mean free path A of
equilibrium air at 6.1 x 10-8 m-at the increased pressures of our spiral grooves of between
1.38 atm and 4.08 atm, the new A stands at 4.42 x 10-8 m and 1.50 x 10-8 m respectively.
This yields the Knudsen number at between 0.015 and 0.04 for our lum micro-channel. Since
this means the mean free path A is small compared with unity24 , we neglect the effects of
rarefaction and assume the continuation of the continuum assumption.
In addition, the mean molecular spacing J is obtained quite simply with:
S= n-31. (4.17)
22When this molecular number density is expressed in per cm3 , the resulting number is known as
Loschmidt's number no [7].
23From the theoretical hard elastic sphere assumption.24A usual paramemter to use is for Kn < 0.1 for the continuum assumption to be valid.
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The mean molecular spacing 6 under standard conditions is, as commonly stated, 3.3 X
10-9 m. The ratio of 6/d at 8.9 holds the dilute gas assumption as valid2" and the ratio of L/6
at approximately 300 puts us in the zone where there should be insignificant fluctuations26
of the macroscopic quantities.
Nevertheless, to avoid the dangers of rarefaction (or the "lock-up" hydrostatic effect that
is not well-understood 27), we kept our computation to a maximum eccentricity of 50% of the
1.0um gap, with the intention of operating within these bounds.
4.7.2 Helmholtz resonance and Rotor wobble
The necessity of including the hydrostatic nozzles during the spin-up operation creates a pos-
sible Helmholtz resonator with the thrust bearing plenums. The Helmholtz resonator effect
is commonly discussed [37, 5, 60] and a simple2 8 form of the resonant frequency Wn,helmholtz
is computed as:
W2  0 orifice (4.18)Wn,helmholtz -
VpienumLorifice
where ao is the speed of sound under standard conditions, Aorif ice the area of the orifice,
Loifice the length of the orifice, and Vplenum the volume of the thrust bearing plenum per
nozzle. For an orifice of 5um radius-100um length and a plenum of 500um radius-350um
depth (applicable to both current forward and aft thrust bearings), the resulting Helmholtz
frequency is listed in Table 4.3.
Both methods, in Kerrebrock and in Beckwith, Marangoni and Lienhard, to compute
the Helmholtz frequency give a similar result of approximately 19 to 20kHz. This computa-
tion therefore suggests a possible failure at 1,140,000rpm where the rotational frequency, if
rotation in a conical mode, is just about resonating at the Helmholtz frequency of 19kHz.
"We require 6/d > 1 for the dilute gas assumption [7].
2 6For our device under standard conditions, a L/6 of > 100 is sufficent [7].
27 See Section 2.4.
2
'Another form is listed in Beckwith, Marangoni and Lienhard [5], but can be readily reduced to Equa-
tion 4.18.
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Orifice area Plenum volume Wn,helmholtz [37] Wn,helmholtz [5]
(m2) (m3) (hz) (hz)
Derived results 7.86 x 10-11 5.99 x 1012 19785.03 19050.95
Table 4.3: Derived results of the Helmholtz resonance of the hydrostatic thrust bearing
plenums. The resonant frequencies are computed from two slightly different methods.
Without affecting the stiffness of the hydrostatic nozzles in the hybrid thrust bearing, this
frequency could be increased by decreasing the volume of the thrust bearing plenum dras-
tically. Our initial device, as a feasiblity study of a hybrid mode for possible "lift-off" at
low speeds, serves as an instrument to understand the interaction between the hydrostatic
and hydrodynamic operating modes at very high speeds. In addition, the plenums might
possibly be removed in future devices, eliminating the Helmholtz resonance altogether.
We accept, however, the possible Helmholtz resonance in our design since the aim of
this initial device is to demonstrate the functioning of the spiral grooves. In addition, the
plenums might possibly be removed in future devices, pending the experimentalperformance
of the spiral grooves. This exercise therefore serves to investigate the resonant effects of the
thrust bearing cavity (when attenuating the pressure effects) as a feasibility study of a hybrid
mode at low speeds.
Here we note the hydrostatic thrust bearing in the previous Microbearing devices are
also subjected to Helmholtz resonances since the plenums are present. The difference in the
earlier devices is the presence of a continuous flowrate through the plenums which are absent
in our hybrid thrust bearing when the external hydrostatic pressurization is switched off.
A short note on the rotor wobble: we refer here to the "gyroscopic stiffening" described
in rigid body modelling [74, 11]. The tilt stiffess of an oblate rigid body increases very
rapidly with rotational speed. The conical mode is significantly reduced with large angular
momentum, though it is not immune to the large external torques. With our device at
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Rotational Speed (rpm) Predicted effect
164,500 "Lift-off" of rotor expected within t50% ecccentricty
819,000 Dynamic stability becomes an issue
1,140,000 Helmholtz resonance works into appreciable range
Table 4.4: Operation summary, with predicted causes of failures at high speeds.
such high rotational speeds, we do not expect a problem with the tilt stiffness of the spiral
grooves.
4.7.3 Summary and Further Improvements
We began this chapter with the rationale for creating a hydrodynamic thrust bearing and
exploring the different kinds of hydrodynamic thrust bearings available to us. Showing
the conceptual development of the spiral grooves, we went on to model the spiral grooves
subjected to optimization of certain performance indicators. Section 4.3 cites the necessary
loads "for "lift-off" of the rotor and indicates how the computation was carried out. The
design"4s optimized for load capacity and stiffness within the imposed constraints. Drag and
natural frequencies are also counterchecked in the final design. A "lift-off" speed is cited by
performing a simple axial thrust balance.
Concerns with low load capacity at low rotational speed brought in the need for a hybrid
mode (Section 4.5), wherein the included hydrostatic nozzles are also optimized for stiff-
ness. Moreover, stability analysis showed that, while the initial stability computations from
Malanoski and Pan (Section 4.6.1) indicate a A of 0.8 would be sufficient, further analysis
into dynamic stability suggests that the bearing would become unstable at approximately
819,000 rpm. Further improvements on stability could be achieved by decreasing the groove
depth (and drifting further away from an optimal design). We also note the effects of rar-
efaction and Helmholtz resonance earlier in this section. The predicted operation of the
hydrodynamic thrust bearings is summarized in Table 4.4.
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To decrease the "lift-off" speed of the MicroBearing, we can increase the load capacity
by increasing the thrust bearing pad radii. Equation 4.12 suggests the load capacity to be
proportional to r2. Increasing the thrust bearing pad radius r 2 has little negative effects
on the thrust bearing except a probability of increasing imbalance load for the same front-
to-backside etch misalignment. The only constrain, which we have to keep in mind when
increasing the thrust bearing pad radius r2 , is to keep the inner radius r, at 80% of r2 as a
simple stability check29
As an initial device to prove the functionality of a spiral groove bearing, our design was
chosen for maximum load capacity (within the bounds of our thrust bearing pad radius) and
stiffness to enable an achievable "lift-off" speed. This "lift-off" speed has to be one for which
the current MicroBearing rig can achieve. The possibility of the thrust bearings failing at
high speeds due to stability and Helmholtz resonance issues could be designed around by
moving away from the optimal design and changing the size of the hydrostatic plenums
respectively. In order to effect minimal changes to the currently effective MicroBearing, the
possible failures at high speeds are accepted, if not interesting to observe.
29A check on the dynamic stability can be implemented as suggested in Section 4.6.2. Moving away from
the optimal design geometries would improve dynamic stability.
Chapter 5
Hydrodynamic Thrust Bearing:
Experiment
Even if there is only one possible unified theory, it is just a set of rules and equations.
What is it that breathes fire into the equations and makes a universe for them to describe?
-Stephen W. Hawking, A Brief History of Time, 1988.
This chapter covers the fabrication and testing of the hydrodynamic thrust bearing.
We begin with a discussion of the modified fabrication process flow and include the actual
fabrication results for our devices. We follow with a portrayal of the experimental procedures.
Finally, we present the operational results of a purely hydrodynamic thrust bearing and a
hybrid thrust bearing.
5.1 Fabrication of the Spiral Grooves
The fabrication process is adapted from the initial development of the MicroBearing Rig
by Lin [40] and the Motor-Compressor Bearing Rig by Frdchette [31]. Much assistance in
making the masks was given by Frechette. Assistance in fabrication was provided by Xin
Zhang[76]. We will detail the modified process flow, the new challenges in fabrication and
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describe the fabricated device in this section.
5.1.1 Fabrication Process Flow
In addition to the existing fabrication challenges mentioned in Section 3.1 (on page 41),
building the hydrodynamic spiral grooves introduces two additional shallow etches on each
thrust bearing-a total of four shallow etches for the thrust bearing wafers.
The first shallow etch, on the second and fourth wafers, is desired at 1.0pm. This
produces the gap between the rotor and the thrust bearings. As the load capacity of the
spiral grooves is strongly dependent on this gap (Equation 4.12), fabrication of this gap must
be well-characterized and have tight tolerances.
The second shallow etch, also on the second and fourth wafers, is at a design depth of
0.5pZm. This brings the hydrostatic thrust bearing gap, in the hybrid bearings, to a final
gap of 1.5pzm. Deviation from this depth, as seen in Section 3.1, is predicted to result in a
lower stiffness of the hydrostatic thrust bearing. Therefore, the first two shallow etches on
the thrust bearing have tight tolerances to meet the performance criteria.
The third shallow etch produces the hydrodynamic spiral grooves. An optimal etch depth
of 2.2pzm is desired from the model, though an etch depth of 2.0 to 2.4pm is tolerable with
similar predicted load capacity and stiffness.
The final shallow etch produces the blade clearance (12.5ptm) for the rotor on the second
wafer and a generator gap (8.5pm) on the backside of the rotor1 .
These shallow etches on the FEP and the AEP wafers are depicted in Figure 5-1 and a
complete fabrication process flow is compiled in Appendix B. 1. Furthermore, we supplement
in Appendix B.2 descriptions of the additional masks for this new device.
'This gap is increased from the initial specifications to reduce the drag on the rotor.
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1. Shallow etch defines ATB.......
2. Shallow etch defines
nozzles-only gap (O.5um).
3 Shallow etch defines
4. Shallow etch defines
generator gap (8.um).
5. Deep etch defines
plenums on backside (350um)
6. Deep etch creates
nozzles on frontside (3..um).
Figure 5-1: Fabrication process flow of Aft Thrust Bearing.
5.1.2 Fabrication Challenges of the Hydrodynamic Thrust Bear-
ing
With the gap of the thrust bearing at only 1. 0p&m for the spiral grooves and the need to
fabricate shallow etches to 0.5pm, we explored two main concerns:
Wafer bow and total thickness variation Our commercial 4" n-type <100> 450pim wafers
specifies a total thickness variation of less than 35pm, and a bow of less than 205pm.
Measured experimentally, our batch of wafers has a thickness variation 2 of 4.25p-m.
This translates to 0.045pm per mm diameter, if the thickness variation is monotonic
and linear. For our thrust bearing diameter of 1.4mm, we would then expect a thick-
2Averaged across 25 measured wafers.
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ness variation of 0.065pm across the thrust bearing. While this is adequate for our
shallowest etch gap in question (of 1.0pm), the thickness variation may not be linear
nor continuous. We therefore decided to chose the wafers with the least thickness
variation, typically on the order of 2pm for fabrication of our thrust bearings.
Achievability and Repeatability We need to achieve tight tolerances and high repeata-
bility. Using the wealth of data built up from using the Applied Materials Precision
5000 (AME5000), we were able to achieve the 0.5pm and 1.0pm "shallow" etches fairly
accurately and repeatedly. The required depths were etched to between ±0.035p/m and
i0.15pm variations (depending on the critical need) by careful local characterization
on the AME5000. Each depth was followed by an immediate depth measurement before
proceeding with the next etch.
Figure 5-2 illustrates the spiral grooves and the hydrostatic thrust bearing nozzles in a
hybrid mode on a single device wafer. We note the hydrostatic thrust bearing nozzles are
on a raised pad to reduce the thrust bearing gap.
The remaining challenges of the fabrication process flow are the journal bearing etch
and the final fusion bonding of the five wafers. While previously done in the MicroEngine
program, the final step of fusion bonding-bonding a previously-bonded pair of wafers with
the remaining three wafers-failed in our first attempt. The cause was determined to be
due to a poor bond surface caused by warping (and thus a resultant unevenness) in one of
the surfaces. Thorough inspection of surface flatness would be necessary before each fusion
bonding attempt.
As the unevenness is rather large (on the order of 50-100pm), we proceeded with a
second build of all the wafers. In this second attempt, we did not experience warping of the
surfaces and we performed an extended-time pressing of the five wafers, along with raising the
temperature to 500'C for 10 hours, before thermal annealing. This extended-time pressing
aided in improving the contact between the bond surfaces.
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Figure 5-2: The spiral grooves and hydrostatic nozzles for testing in the hydrodynamic mode
of operation. The nozzles are approximately 10pm in diameter and the groove width 35pm.
Initial testing of the devices, however, showed that the journal bearing was not etched
completely through in this second attempt. Though we even extended the etching time on
the standard recipe by 45mins and an inspection for complete etching of the journal bearing
was performed in several locations that provided visual access3 , the last 15pm of the journal
bearing was still not etched away. The cause, determined to be the slower etch rate of the
DRIE machine under heavy use, could be prevented by characterizing the etch rate just
before the critical etch.
In the third attempt, we successfully completed the journal bearing etch4 and employed
the extended-time pressing to bond the wafers. Figure 5-3(d) shows the final results. In this
third build, the location of the hydrostatic nozzles is at a larger diameter, 550pm, instead of
the desired 350pm. This is because we used a previously completed forward thrust bearing
3 Visual inspection, with backlighting of the journal bearing, could also be mistaken for complete etching
with the thin 15pim Si remaining.
4 This was done when the DRIE machine was under little use and, hence, at the usual quoted etch rate.
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wafer in order to shorten the fabrication time'. The wafer, however, did not have the
hydrodynamic spiral grooves on the front side and would not allow us to test hybrid thrust
bearings on both the forward and aft sides. The spiral grooves at only the aft side will still
allow us to test its characteristics during operation, where we would expect an additional
load (from the spiral grooves) on the rotor.
Figure 5-3: Results of wafer bonding in the hydrodynamic thrust bearing devices. The
observed fringes are the "Newton rings" which are suggestive of the gap between two wafer
surfaces. (a) Bonding between FTB wafer and rotor wafer, second attempt. (b) Final
bonding between all five wafers, second attempt. (c) Bonding between FTB wafer and rotor
wafer, third attempt. (d) Final bonding between all five wafers, third attempt.
5This greatly shortened the fabrication process time, as we would have to start from a blank wafer for
the forward thrust bearing wafer, if we were to use the actual designed diameter.
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ATB
HS HB HD
HS V V V
FTB HB _
HD
Table 5.1: Experimental combinations of hybrid configurations chosen for step-wise valida-
tion of funtionality of hydrodynamic spiral grooves. "HS" denotes hydrostatic, "HB" hybrid,
and "HD" hydrodynamic.
5.2 Experiment
This section describes the initial tests on the device. We began with a description of the
experimental matrix desired for testing, and the procedures to determine the hydrodynamic
spiral grooves performances.
5.2.1 Experimental Matrix
With the possible inclusion of a hybrid hydrostatic-hydrodynamic thrust bearing, we exam-
ined the combinations of forward and aft thrust bearings that will enable us to demonstrate
the functionality of the spiral grooves. The combinations chosen are shown in Table 5.1.
Each combination is chosen for a specific reason:
* Hydrostatic-Hydrostatic(I): These dies act as an instrument to learn the operation
of the modified MicroBearing Rig, and the characteristics of the new thrust bearing.
They also serve as a control for this experiment.
" Hydrostatic-Hybrid(II): These allow us to demonstrate the effects of spiral grooves
on a single side of the rotor. We expect the forward thrust bearing flowrate to decrease
(more rapidly than the above control experiment) as we spin up in speed.
" Hydrostatic-Hydrodynamic(III): The configuration is fabricated in case of possible
failure of the hybrid mode due to interactions of the hydrostatic inherent restrictors
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and the hydrodynamic spiral grooves. It also allows us to "float" the rotor with just the
hydrostatic forward thrust bearing and the aft Motor-Outer-Plenum, while observing
the effects of the spiral grooves as we spin up in speed.
e Hybrid-Hybrid(IV): A final configuration for the ultimate testing of the spiral grooves
with "lift-off" speed predicted at 164,500rpm, whereupon the hydrostatic external pres-
surization would be physically switched off.
Figure 5-4 shows the layout of each of these configurations in the MicroBearing build.
The configurations are spread out in the wafer, in case of fabrication difficulties affecting a
region on the wafer.
II I HIV
I I II IV
Figure 5-4: Planned wafer locations of different configurations for testing.
5.2.2 Estimating the Bearing stiffness
To estimate the spiral grooves stiffness, a control experiment was performed with a purely
hydrostatic aft and forward thrust bearings device. Figure 5-5 shows the run-up of the
control device. With the forward thrust bearing pressure fixed at 50psig throughout the
test, the decrease in the flowrate (in a step-wise behaviour) was due to the rotor location
moving upwards. This was because of increase in the journal bearing pressure from the aft
side necessary to follow the operating schedule as we increase in speed. More importantly,
we also notice a consistent slight increase in flowrate with rotational speed. This is due to
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the additional turbine inlet pressure neccessary for the speed increase, a pressure that acts
downwards on the rotor. This leads to a slightly larger gap in the forward thrust bearing
and hence the increase in flowrate.
Forward thrust bearing flowrates against speed (for purely hydrostatic thrust bearings)
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Figure 5-5: Operation of a purely hydrostatic forward and aft thrust bearing device as a
comparison against devices with spiral grooves. The speed range displayed here is of interest
for the spiral groove experiments.
We repeat the same operating conditions for the device with a hybrid aft thrust bear-
ing. Both hydrostatic thrust bearing pressures and the externally pressurized Motor Outer
Plenum6 (MOP) are kept consistent with the previous experiment-the forward thrust bear-
ing kept at 50psig and the MOP from .2psig to 1.4psig, depending on the speed. Figure 5-6
shows the FTB flowrates for the hybrid device. Here we note that the flowrate in Figure 5-5
is in the range of 62sccm as opposed to l2sccm as shown in Figure 5.-6. However, we observe
a 6Osccm flow in the control device even when the forward thrust bearing gap is fully closed7.
6This allows an independent control of the axial position. A schematic illustrating the position of the
MOP is presented in Section 4.3 in Figure 4-8 for reference.
7The forward thrust bearing gap is fully closed when we apply a lO0psig pressure on the aft thrust
bearing and only about 2Opsig on the forward thrust bearing. This is because we observe no change in the
forward thrust bearing flowrate when increasing the aft thrust bearing presssure (at pressures around 7Opsig
onwards).
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This suggests that there is a leak in the forward thrust bearing as often observed in our de-
vices and that the large difference in the flowrates between the two experiments is not due
to actual differences in thrust bearing gaps. However, this "off-set" difference between the
control and hybrid thrust bearing devices makes it difficult to compare them on the same
basis.
Forward thrust bearing flowrates against speed (for hybrid aft thrust bearings)
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Figure 5-6: Forward thrust bearing flowrates for a hybrid aft thrust bearing during operation.
Operation conditions are kept similar to the control experiment as shown in Figure 5-5.
Working with just the hybrid device, however, we could detect apparent changes in the
flowrates. In Figure 5-7, we ran the experiment on the hybrid device with the forward thrust
bearing at 36psig instead of 50psig. We noticed the change in flowrate is larger in each
step. For example, at 270,000rpm, the change in thrust bearing flowrate is approximately
0.05sccm (at 50psig) and 0.10sccm (at 36psig) for the same device. The difference is small
but real since the flowrate measurements, each as an averaged datapoint of 200 samples
(sampled at 1000 Hz), have a standard deviation of 0.014scem8 . The larger flowrate change
'Calculated over 168 datapoints, the standard deviation is found to be 0.007sccm and we pick a two
standard deviation for an approximated 95% confidence interval.
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Forward thrust bearing flowrates against speed (for hybrid aft thrust bearings)
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Figure 5-7: Forward thrust bearing flowrate against speed for the hybrid device, under a
lower external pressurization (36psig) of the forward thrust bearing.
is due to the decrease in the overall axial stiffness (and of the forward thrust bearing) such
that the rotor is displaced further to provide the necessary load capacity and, hence, the
larger change in flowrate when increasing in speed. The decrease in stiffness due to the lower
pressurization (of 50psig to 36psig) is estimated to be on the order of 25,500N/m from the
theoretical model".
This method to estimate the additional stiffness due to the spiral grooves could be em-
ployed by comparing the difference in flowrate changes between a purely hydrostatic thrust
bearing and hybrid thrust bearing. That is, by following the same operating schedule, we
compare the change in flowrate as we increase up in speed. This change in flowrate can be
mapped against the change in flowrate (for a specific device, say, the hybrid device) when the
hydrostatic stiffness is deliberately lowered by supplying a lower pressure. However, with the
leakage in the forward thrust bearing on our hydrostatic device, it was difficult to make com-
parisons between the flowrates. Other methods to estimate the stiffness include comparing
'We employed a hydrostatic thrust bearing model developed by Stu Jacobson.
the pressure-flowrate relationship for the hydrostatic mode with the experimental results, or
comparing the change in forward thrust bearing flowrate as we increase the journal bearing
pressure on the aft side. The first method was attempted; however, we observe that we could
not implement it for a large range of pressures10 due to the larger forward thrust bearing
which has stronger response for increases in pressure. The second method is subjected to
the same dependence on flowrate measurements as the current procedure. There is an intent
to build a second batch of hybrid thrust bearing devices to characterize the hydrodynamic
stiffness at different operating eccentricities and speeds.
5.2.3 Operation with a purely hydrodynamic thrust bearing
We next proceed to operate a purely hydrodynamic thrust bearing device. Given the larger
measured thrust bearing gap in the device (1.53pm instead of the design value of 1.0pm),
the hydrodynamic spiral groove model is computed again to refine the "lift-off" speed (as
first discussed in Section 4.4, page 97) in a purely hydrodynamic mode. The lower stiffness,
due to the larger than desired thrust bearing gap, results in the new "lift-off" speed around
190,000rpm instead of 164,000rpm. This is illustrated in Figure 5-8. The maximum eccen-
tricity is set to t 0.50 as an estimate and we note the experimental net axial forces (without
the thrust bearings) is also predicted to exceed the load capacity of the spiral grooves at
approximately 600,000rpm due to the larger fabricated thrust bearing gap. With the lowered
stiffness and if we were to follow the previous experimental spin-up schedule, this then sets
the upper limit for our hydrodynamic operation".
Figure 5-8 also shows, at low speeds, an insufficient load capacity to support the rotor-
an expected result as the performance of the spiral grooves depends on rotational speeds.
However, as we increase up in speed, the load capacity increases. To provide the initial
load capacity, we had planned to employ MOP pressurization to correct for the downward
'
0 This range experimentally attempted was between 37psig to 55psig; while theoretical plots suggest a
larger range of pressure in order to see the shape of the pressure-flowrate relationship.
"Our current spiral grooves were designed to "contain" the axial loads up to 1.2 million rpm as shown in
Figure 4-15.
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Figure 5-8: Model prediction of "lift-off" speed for a 1.53p.tm thrust bearing gap, instead of
the 1.0ptm design value. The dots depict the experimental net axial load without the thrust
bearings forces, and the lines show the theoretical spiral grooves load capacity at different
eccentricities.
force. Externally pressurized MOP was used in the initial experiments; however, we observed
that, even when the valve was completedly closed off, there was a measured pressure in the
MOP. More observations, including changing the valves and completely unplugging possible
upstream pressure sources", showed a detectable pressure in the MOP when no external
sources were possible. This pressure build-up was found to be due to a leakage between
the MOP and the journal bearing through the MOP seal, and is present during spin-up of
our MicroBearing devices1 3 . This leakage is helpful in providing the required load capacity
during low speeds and supports the net downward force due to the larger forward thrust
bearing.
Figure 5-9 shows the spin-up operation with a purely hydrodynamic aft thrust bearing.
We notice the rotational speed is relatively unstable between the 30,000 to 40,000rpm14 . The
12The MOP piping to the device package was completely disconnected, except connections to the pressure
transducer.
"
3 A quick check on earlier devices also show this effect.
"We have also noticed this in our earlier purely hydrostatic devices and attribute this to excitation near
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plateaus are the durations when more data is acquired, or when the journal bearing differ-
ential pressure is increased in order to facilitate increases in speed. The device eventually
reached 100,000rpm in this operation before the device is finally spun down. This device
spun up to 233,000rpm in later runs.
Time series of device with hydrodynamic thrust bearing
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Figure 5-9: Time-series of a purely hydrodynamic thrust bearing operation. In this operation,
the Motor Outer Plenum is completely shut-off and there is no aft hydrostatic thrust bearing.
The spin-down was performed because the hydrostatic forward thrust bearing in this
device was leaky' 5 and provided very low stiffness (and load capacity). Earlier characteriza-
tions suggest the leaky forward thrust bearing as the cause of difficulty in spinning up the
device as main inlet pressure must be employed" to push the rotor down before the device
the journal bearing natural frequency.
5 The forward thrust bearing flowrate reached the maximum of 200sccm at about only 7.4psig. This
characteristic has been observed previously in the devices. This cause of leakage is suspected to be either
incomplete bonding between the forward thrust bearing wafer and the rotor wafer, or a leakage through the
thinnest part of the device internal piping wall (about 100um) due to over-etching. A simple flow test with
a Si block in the device packaging showed no leakage, suggesting adequate o-rings and no leakage in the
external piping.
"In the usual operation, a minute amount of main inlet pressure is enough to spin the device. Situations
where the rotor begins without main inlet pressure are also very common.
begins to spin. In fact, during the initial experiments, the device crashed at low speeds when
we decreased the main inlet pressure. The leaky forward thrust bearing and the lack of an
aft flowrate also made it difficult to estimate the eccentricity of the rotor.
The device eventually ran up to 233,000rpm in a separate test designed to test rotor
operation with only the aft thrust bearing. The computations, in Figure 5-8, show the net
axial loads as downwards on the rotor at speeds below 300,000rpm. It was suggested to
switch off the forward thrust bearing at sufficiently high speeds to demonstrate rotor opera-
tion with only the hydrodynamic aft thrust bearings. In our test, we attempted to switch off
the forward thrust bearing at 100,000rpm. However, as the forward thrust bearing pressure
is decreased to 3.5psig (from 7.1psig initially), the rotor began to decrease in speed drasti-
cally. We then steadily increased the speed and noticed that this "critical" forward thrust
bearing pressure (in which the speed decreases drastically) fell to 2.7psig at 200,000rpm.
At 233,000rpm, however, the device finally crashed as we were attempting to decrease the
forward thrust bearing pressure to zero. We note, though, at 233,000rpm, the rotor was
operating steadily at 2.7psig but crashed at around 2.4psig and thus the trend of decreasing
"critical" pressure with increasing speed held. This trend could be due to changes in the axial
thrust balance. Figure 5-8 shows the net downward axial force (without the thrust bearings)
as decreasing with speed. With the spiral groove bearing at the aft side, the crashes could
be due to an insufficient load on the front side when the forward thrust bearing is switched
off. However, the crashes could also be due to an insufficient stiffness from the spiral grooves
when the forward thrust bearing is switched off.
Due to fabrication difficulties (as mentioned in Section 5.1) wherein devices with spiral
grooves on both forward and aft sides were not completed, we note that we were unable
to test the functioning of hydrodynamic thrust bearings on both the forward and aft sides.
Testing of hydrodynamic operation on both thrust bearings will allow us to understand its
implications for the MicroEngine program. The concern of insufficient load capacity at low
speeds can be addressed by employing dry friction to spin up the rotor quickly through the
low speeds. Other possibilities to counter the low load capacity include designing of hybrid
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thrust bearings, employing a temporarily supplied external pressurization like the MOP on
both sides, or using leakages from essential pressures to provide the load capacity (as in our
aft thrust bearing situation) for the rotor.
5.2.4 Operation with a hybrid hydrodynamic thrust bearing
Having tested a purely hydrodynamic thrust bearing device, we proceed to test the effects
of a hydrostatic-to-hydrodynamic transition. A test scheme similar to a purely hydrody-
namic thrust bearing mentioned above is used. In Figure 5-10, we plot the rotational speeds
against time for a series of aft thrust hydrostatic bearing "shutdown" experiments. The
shutdown is performed by closing off the pressure regulator, effectively venting the hydro-
static thrust bearing to ambient. In Run 1, we attempted a shutdown at a relatively low
speed of 22,000rpm to gauge its effects. The device, as expected, immediately stopped. In
Run 2, we performed the same procedure with a shutdown at 80,000rpm. While the rotor
did indeed stop, we noticed that the decrease in speed to a final stop was not immediate-a
slow decrease in speed for about 18 seconds was apparent before a sudden drop in speed.
The increase in drag is due to the smaller thrust bearing gap; the slow time response is likely
to be due to the slow decrease in pressures in the hydrostatic aft thrust bearing. In Run 3, at
119,000rpm, a much longer decrease in speed was observed-the rotational speed decreased
slowly for about 247 seconds (with the thrust bearing already shutdown) before dropping
drastically, whereupon we immediately increased up the aft thrust bearing pressure. We then
proceeded to Run 4 wherein we shutdown the aft thrust bearing at 169,500rpm. This time
there was a slight decrease in rotational speed, but it maintained rotation at 168,300rpm.
Figure 5-11 plots the corresponding aft thrust bearing pressures during the series of ex-
periments. These shutdown experiments was later repeated and extended up to 400,000rpm.
This device finally crashed at 450,000rpm during a shut-down procedure. The reason for
the final crash is suspected to be due to the large increase in net axial force downwards as
illustrated earlier in Figure 5-8.
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Times series during aft thrust bearing shutdown
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Figure 5-10: Time-series depicting a series of aft thrust bearing shutdown experiments where
the eventually successful shutdown was achieved at 169,000rpm. Of interest is also the
time delay in the speed decrease, suggesting increasing drag at higher speeds and larger
eccentricities.
The characteristics of the drag could be used to determine the effects of the spiral
grooves. If the position of the rotor could be determined accurately, we can compare the
experimentally-obtained drag against the theoretical viscous drag in the hydrostatic thrust
bearing and the modeled additional drag from the spiral grooves. Characterization of the
experimental drag versus axial position relationship could also point to the relative effects
of hydrodynamic spiral grooves.
5.3 Further remarks
Characterization of our hydrodynamic stiffness is only reported as a function of speed. How-
ever, hydrodynamic stiffness performances at various eccentricities would be interesting and
helpful in mapping out the operating space. An expectation of increasing stiffness with
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Figure 5-11: Time-series depicting a series of aft thrust bearing shutdown experiments where
the eventually successful shutdown was achieved at 169,000rpm. Of interest is also the
time delay in the speed decrease, suggesting increasing drag at higher speeds and larger
eccentricities.
eccentricity could be explored. Current axial position measurement of the rotor is only esti-
mated from the hydrostatic thrust bearing model, wherein we match the flowrates to predict
the eccentricity. While the procedure to determine the eccentricity is fairly accurate (to an
estimated 0.1 eccentricity'), we were not able to do so for the device tested. This is because,
for this specific device, we did not see clear transitions between the maximum and minimum
flowrates, like such in Figure 3-8 for our previous devices, when varying the pressure on either
side during device rotation. In addition to eccentricity effects, measurements of the internal
spiral groove pressures would also be interesting as a comparison with the theoretical model
and existing literature [65].
There is also the possibility of placing the spiral grooves at a larger diameter" if a new
t7 Matching the flowrates to the hydrostatic thrust bearing model, we estimate this uncertainty from our
calibrated model.
18Section 4.2, Equation 4.12, highlights the quartic increase in load capacity with spiral groove radius.
design on the thrust bearings is permitted. Currently, we were limited to minimal changes
to the current device; however, if the spiral grooves were shifted out to a larger diamter, this
allows much of the aft (or forward) side to reach a higher pressure'" to produce the larger
load capacity and stiffness. The additional concern would be the increased drag on the rotor.
Future incorporation of the spiral grooves into other devices could easily be possible, once
an understanding of the axial forces in the specific device is achieved. With hydrodynamic
thrust bearings, independent control of the stiffness during device operation is not possible
except by varying speed, and external control of axial position is lost if only hydrodynamic
thrust bearings are implemented on both forward and aft sides. However, the spiral grooves
would eliminate the need for external pressurization, providing a possible self-contained
bearing for the MicroEngine. The considerations of low stiffness and load capacity at low
speeds can be addressed by primarily increasing the spiral groove diameter if space is not a
limiting concern.
This suggestion is also pointed out by Professor Epstein.
"This is especially so with a larger spiral groove length.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Day after day he appeared before us incomparably faithful to the illusions of the stage,
and at sunset the night descended upon him quickly, like a falling curtain.
The seamed hills became black shadows towering high upon a clear sky;
above them the glittering confusion of stars resembled a mad turmoil stilled by a gesture;
sounds ceased, men slept, forms vanished-and the reality of the universe alone
remained-a marvellous thing of darkness and glimmers.
-J. Conrad, Heart of Darkness (1990 ed.)
This chapter summarizes the design, fabrication and experimental testing of the hydro-
static journal bearing and the hydrodynamic thrust bearing development process, along with
analysis and recommendations for future work.
6.1 Hydrostatic Journal Bearing Concluding Remarks
Given the modeling and initial testing by the previous researchers, there existed a need to
test the current devices and develop a better understanding of the MicroBearing test rig.
We began this work with a sampling of theoretical work with the hydrostatic journal bear-
ing, followed by fabrication improvements, experimental testing of the device in hydrostatic
operation, and end with an analysis of the cause of failure with a proposed plan-of-action
for future developments.
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Hydrostatic Journal Bearing Theory A comparison of predicted hydrostatic stiffness
by Piekos, Breuer and Orr suggested good coherence between the models. Variation in the
model parameters, such as geometry, discharge coefficients, and eccentricity, was investigated
to see the effects on the models. Design charts for optimal hydrostatic stiffness was presented,
depicting our currently fabricated device at near the optimal, though slight improvements
should be made. A look into the rotational effects on the axial-through flow stiffness brought
out a e parameter that suggested negligible rotational effects. However, there exists a dis-
crepancy between the experimental results and the theoretical predictions. A more complete
hydrostatic journal bearing model is necessary to model the bearing characteristics.
Improved Fabrication of MicroBearing device With imbalance reduction suggested
as the key to high-speed operation in a hydrostatic mode1 , we optimized the fabrication
process to reduce the etch non-uniformity across the rotor of each device. Other fabrication
work involves near-perfect straight DRIE on aspect ratios of 30 and above, and achievement
of critical nozzle sizes in parallel with larger features. Future work includes a better under-
standing of the bonding process-an especially important step with the final device wafers
but often with low yield-and improving the imbalance through further etch non-uniformity
and misalignment reduction.
Experimental Testing Extensive experimental data was collected in the testing of the
MicroBearing device. This includes pre-testing flow results and repeated operation of the
MicroBearing devices in the vicinity of 300 m/s in tip speeds. Hydrostatic whirl natural
frequency data is obtained and analyzed in this work-suggesting operation at a whirl ratio
below 2 at high speeds 2-to produce a characterization of the MicroBearing device. In addi-
tion, the failure of the thrust bearings in a specific device, due to the larger microfabricated
1In a hydrodynamic mode of operation, we also desire a reduction in imbalance. This is because we
operate at high eccentricities in the hydrodynamic mode and, thus, an inversion with significant imbalance
will lead to a crash.
2 Whirl ratios several times larger than 2 are observed at low speeds
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nozzles, is depicted. Future work could include a scheme to reduce the imbalance by static
balancing 3, exploring the thermal effects, and further understanding of the dynamic orbits
in the MicroBearing device.
Analysis of Hydrostatic Journal Bearing Operating Results Analysis of the hydro-
static whirl natural frequencies suggest a much larger whirl natural frequency than predicted.
In addition, the effects of rotational speed and hysteresis are observed on the stiffness in the
hydrostatic journal bearing. An exploration into the sideload and flowrates of the journal
bearing suggests the devices moving into an off-centered position, possibly exciting hydro-
dynamic instabilities before a final crash. Development of an eccentricity sensor would be
helpful in understanding the position and orbits of the rotor during operation, providing
a confirmation of the suggested natural frequencies. Investigations into other hydrostatic
journal bearing designs are also desirable to improve the stiffness of the hydrostatic journal
bearing.
6.2 Hydrodynamic Thrust Bearing Remarks
Apart from the theoretical and experimental work on a hydrostatic journal bearing opera-
tion, it is desirable to implement a self-sustained MicroBearing device. As the hydrostatic
thrust bearing pressurizations are currently significantly larger than the main turbine pres-
surization, development of a hydrodynamic squeeze-film thrust bearing was thus pursued.
This consists of designing the spiral grooves with considerations of stability, inclusion of the
features into the MicroBearing device and actual fabrication implementation. Finally, we
present initial experimental results on the hydrodynamic thrust bearings.
Design considerations of a spiral groove Given the current hydrostatic journal bearing
operational schedules, we designed the hydrodynamic thrust bearings to provide enough
3An "in-situ static balancing scheme" is employed by Orr [54] for the macro Bearing device.
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stiffness and load capacity for "lift-off" during low speeds. This involved an optimization
of the hydrodynamic spiral groove design geometry, inclusions of a hybrid hydrodynamic-
hydrostatic thrust bearing mode, and investigations into the hydrodynamic stability during
operation. Throughout the design process, the general intent is to incorporate the spiral
grooves with minimal changes to the current MicroBearing device.
Fabrication and Testing of a hybrid thrust bearing The current fabrication process
flow is modified to include several configurations of the new thrust bearings. Actual fabri-
cation of the spiral grooves was successfully demonstrated. Final thermal fusion bonding of
the Si wafers saw several difficulties and was finally successful only on the third attempt.
Initial testing demonstrated the spiral grooves working in tandem with the hydrostatic thrust
bearings. Effects of the spiral groove stiffness are, however, difficult to estimate without an
adequate comparison with a control experiment. A purely hydrodynamic aft thrust bearing
is then shown to work within the constrains of the current device, eliminating the need for
external aft thrust bearing pressurization. Finally, a series of experiments with a hybrid
thrust bearing is performed, in which we observe a large increase in drag due to changes in
rotor axial position, and eventual shutdown of the aft thrust bearing is successfully demon-
strated. Future work includes a calibration of the stiffness at different eccentricities and
measurements of the internal pressures above the spiral grooves to better understand the
characteristics of the spiral grooves. In addition, development of hybrid bearings on both
the forward and aft sides would allow us to definitively test the effects of the spiral grooves.
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Appendix
Source code
A
A.1. AXIAL THRUST BALANCE FOR SPIRAL GROOVES
A.1 Axial Thrust Balance for Spiral Grooves
%computeAxialForces.m
function [Fmain, Flowhigh, Fmop, Fmop2, Fmass, Ftotal]
= computeAxialForces(speed, Pambient, rotor-mass)
XCreated by Chee Wei Wong
%First edition: 12/21/99
%Second edition: Now changed solely for comparison purposes.
%Third edition: 3/12/2000. ironed out bugs.
XFour edition: 3/14/2000. Pointed out by Stu that force by Pinlet
%should be (Pinterrow+Pambient)/2
%This module computes the axial force on the rotor. There are nine
%recognizable sources of axial forces on the rotor:
(1) due to Pinlet at the blades: Fmain
%(2) due to Plow/Phigh at the first restrictor: Fhighlow
%(3) due to Pmop (vertical): Fmop
X(4) due to Pmop (horizontal): Fmop2
%(5) due to Pambient on (a) the top side of the rotor,
% (b) right above the exhaust
%(6) due to momentum change on Pinlet upwards
X(7) due to shear forces on the Plow/Phigh moving upwards
%(8) due to the Plow/Phigh hitting the tiny part of the rotor vertically
%(9) due to the momentum change of Pmop moving downwards.
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YAssumption:
X1.Forces of (6)-(9) are treated as negligible compared to forces (1)-(5).
%2.Assume pressure distribution is linear. Therefore, forces could be
% calculated as (Pressure-average * area).
%3.We use empirical experimental relationships to determine the desired
% pressures for a certain speed. While experimental results here have
% shown that these pressures are indeed what we want
Xfor actual operation) we have not reached the design speed
%of 2.4E6. Therefore, we may have to refine the empirical
%relationships later in the time.
%Comments:
%1. This computation only serves as a approximation of the order of
% magnitude of the axial forces.
%2. All units in SI; measurements are given as radius.
%3. Notation is upwards as positive forces.
4. Reconverted as check with Stu's spreadsheet.
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for i = 1:size(speed,2)
spd = speed(i)/100000; %so that the correlations will have a better fit.
%computing the downward force by the Pinlet---------------------------
%area of pressure can be treated as a RING as pressure acts equally down
minBladeRadialPosition = 1.276E-3;
maxBladeRadialPosition = 2.100E-3;
forwardThrustBearingRadius = 0.7E-3;
areaTopBlades = pi* (maxBladeRadialPosition^2
- minBladeRadialPosition^2);
Xassuming P-ambient at end of blades.
areaTopNoBlades = pi*(minBladeRadialPosition^2
- forwardThrustBearingRadius^2);
Xhere's the empirical correlation for speed to Pinterrow from MCBR 2-5 run.
Pinterrowpsi =0.0007*spd^4-0.0085*spd^3+0.0755*spd^2+0.3935*spd;
Pinterrow = (Pinterrow.psi+14.7)* 6894.8; %convert gaged psi to Pa
Fmain-blades = ((Pinterrow+P-ambient)/2) * areaTopBlades;
Fmain-topNoBlades = Pambient * areaTopNoBlades;
Fmain(i) = - (Fmain-blades + FmaintopNoBlades);
%downwards as negative by convention
%computing the upward force by low/high plenum leak---------------
tipSealOuterDiameter = 4.14E-3;
tipSealInnerDiameter = 3.96E-3;
areaTipSeal = pi*(tipSealOuterDiameter^2 - tipSealInnerDiameter^2)/4;
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%here's the empirical correlation for speed to Plow/Phigh from MCBR
XJMCBR 2-5 run. noticed that we're running hydrostatically so
XPlow/Phigh follow the same schedules.
Plowhigh.psi =-0.00009*spd^4 + 0.016*spd^3 - 0.1893*spd^2 + 1.8346*spd;
Plowhigh = (Plowhighpsi+14.7)* 6894.8; %convert gaged psi to Pa
Y.here's the empirical correlation for speed to Pmop from MCBR2-5 run.
Pmop.psi = 0.0003*spd^4 + 0.004*spd^3 - 0.0816*spd^2 + 1.2838*spd;
Pmop = (Pmop-psi+14.7) * 6894.8; %convert gaged psi to Pa
Paveseal = (Pmop + Plowhigh)/2;
Flowhigh(i) = Paveseal * areaTipSeal;
%computing the upward force by Pmop direct "hit"----------------------
mopOuterDiameter = tipSealInnerDiameter; %it's the same wall!
mopInnerDiameter = 3.88E-3;
areaMOP = pi*(mopOuterDiameter^2 - mopInnerDiameter^2)/4;
Fmop(i) = Pmop * areaMOP;
%computing the upward force by Pmop horizontal flow with linear pressure
%distribution. Assumption that exhaust is all the way Pambient.
%can assume ambient at exhaust as seen from experiemental runs-------
exhaustPlenumOuterDiameter = 1.92E-3;
areaTravelToExhaust = pi*(mopInnerDiameter^2
- exhaustPlenumOuterDiameter^2)/4;
Pave-mop = (Pmop + Pambient)/2;
Fmop2(i) = Pave-mop * areaTravelToExhaust;
%computing the areas on the lower side that is not included above;
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exhaustPlenumlInnerDiameter = 1.804E-3;
areaDirectExhaust=pi*(exhaustPlenumOuterDiameter^2
-exhaustPlenumInnerDiameter^2) /4;
F-exhaust (i)=Pambient*areaDirectExhaust;
%for the area directly above the exhaust
areaBottomOutsideTipSeal=pi*((2*maxBladeRadialPosition)^2
-tipSealOuterDiameter^2)/4;
Filowhighdirect(i) = Plowhigh * areaBottomOutsideTipSeal;
%total sum of forces at the input speed, including mass
Fmass = - rotormass * 9.81; %downwards as negative by convention
Ftotal(i) = Flowhigh(i) +Fmop(i) +Fmop2(i) +Fmain(i) + Fmass
+Fjlowhigh-direct(i) +F.exhaust(i) ; %convention is upwards positive.
%compute the moments to check if it is indeed negligible.
%here we compute the sum of moments from the air pressures
%if the rotor is lateral displaced by 10um. this sum of
% moments can be used to check the wobble.
%For wobble effects, look also at ''Spaceflight dynamics''
.by William E. Wiesel, 1989.
%In addition, rotor flexure has also been considered earlier
%by other students/staff.
sumMomentsAirPressures = Flowhigh(i)*((tipSealOuterDiameter...
+tipSealInnerDiameter)/2 +10E-6)...
+Fmop(i)*((mopOuterDiameter+mopInnerDiameter)/2 +10E-6) ...
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+Fmop2(i)* ((mopInnerDiameter+exhaustPlenumOuterDiameter) /2 +10E-6) ...
-Fmain(i)* ( (minBladeRadialPosition+maxBladeRadialPos it ion) /2 +10E-6);
end
A.2 Sample simulation for hydrodynamic spiral groove
thrust bearings
A.2.1 Hierarchy of routines, programmed in Matlab scripts
Shown in Figure A-1, the hierarchy of the scripts improves modularity of this simulation.
Each arrow, of course, represents information passing into the subroutine and information
passing back into the parent subroutine.
hydrodynamic.m
computeAxialForices.m muijderman.m
correctionFactors.m results.m dStability.m
Figure A-1: Hierarchy of routines in hydrodynamic spiral grooves simulation
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A.2.2 hydrodynamic.m
%This is the main file that calls "muijderman.m" which computes all the
%results for certain design parameters. Moreover, it calls
X"computeAxialForces.m" to compute the axial forces on the rotor due to
%the pressures from the low and high pressure plenums, M.O.P, etc.
%Created by Chee Wei Wong
%First version: 12/21/99
%Second version: 03/04/00
%Third version: 03/06/00. Design parameters optimized.
X4th: 04/21/00. Reworked with new axial load comparison computation.
%5th: 05/18/00. Included Constantinescu and Galetuse's stability.
76th: 07/03/00. Included storage of unstable speed from stablity.
Ussumption:
.1. that moment created (when rotor is lateral displaced) is negligible
%Comments and Notes:
%1. design parameters are stored in "muijderman.m" file.
%declaration of operation ("fixed") variables
clear all; close all;
temp = 300;
P_ambient = 101400;
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rotormass = 11.3E-6;
viscosity =0.000001458*temp^1.5/(temp+110.4); %Sutherlands law
%define solution space & number of inerations (different speeds) here
numberOf Iterations = 45;
speed = linspace (1000,1.2E6,numberOf Iterations);
unstableSpeed = -1; %as a flag and counter.
%doing the computation
for i=1:numberOfIterations
[forceAtEachSpeed, eccentricity, stiffnessAtEachSpeed,dragAtEachSpeed,
compress-critlfwd, compress-crit2_fwd, compress.critlaft,
compress-crit2_aft, centerPressureRatiofwd, centerPressureRatio-aft,
unstableSpeed] = muijderman(speed(i), P-ambient, rotor-mass,...
viscosity,unstableSpeed);
forceThrustBearingsMatrix(:,i) = forceAtEachSpeed';
stiffnessMatrix(:,i) = stiffnessAtEachSpeed';
dragMatrix(: , i) = dragAtEachSpeed';
end
%compute the axial forces on the rotor from the pressures
for 1=1:numberOfIterations
[Fmain, Flowhigh, Fmop, Fmop2, Fmass, Ftotal] = computeAxialForces
(speed(l), P-ambient, rotormass);
axialForces(:,l) = [Fmain; Flowhigh; Fmop; Fmop2; Fmass; Ftotal];
end
%extracting "lift-off speed" & checking if needs beyond 0.33 eccentricity
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takenOff =0; moreThanEccen = 'False';
for j=1:numberOf Iterations
if axialForces(6,j) >0 %pressures pushing it upwards
%therefore, check positive eccentricity
if (abs(forceThrustBearingsMatrix(size ...
(forceThrustBearingsMatrix,1),j)) > axialForces(6,j))
if takenOff==0
liftOffSpeed = speed(j); takenOff =1;
end
else
if takenOff==
moreThanEccen = 'True';
end
end
end %endCase
if axialForces(6,j)<0 %pressures pushing it downwards
%therefore, check negative eccentricity
if (abs(forceThrustBearingsMatrix(1,j)) > -axialForces(6,j))
if takenOff==0
liftOffSpeed = speed(j); takenOff =1;
end
else
if takenOff==1
moreThanEccen = 'True';
end
end
end XendCase
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end %endFor
%output results on screen
compress-critl-fwd,compresscrit2_fwd, compress-critl-aft,...
compress-crit2_aft
if (unstableSpeed~=-1)
fprintf('Dynamic stability boundary exceeded. Unstable.\n')
fprintf('Speed at which dynamic stability is exceeded is:')
unstableSpeed
end
liftOffSpeed
moreThanEccen
%plotting the results
figure; %f or simply the hydrodynamic thrust bearings
subplot(2,1,1)
for k =1:size(forceThrustBearingsMatrix,2)
plot(eccentricity, forceThrustBearingsMatrix(:,k)); hold on;
end
grid on; title('Spiral Groove thrust bearings')
xlabel('Eccentricity'); ylabel('Load (N)');
subplot(2,1,2)
for j=1:round(size(forceThrustBearingsMatrix,1)/2)
plot(speed, forceThrustBearingsMatrix(j,:)); hold on;
end
grid on; title('Spiral Groove thrust bearings')
xlabel('Rotational Speed (rpm)'); ylabel('Load (N)');
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figure; %for determining the "lift-off" speed
subplot(2, 1,1)
plot(speed, axialForces(1,:),'*-',speed,axialForces(2,:),'*-',speed,
axialForces(4, :) , '*-' ,speed,axialForces(6, :), 'o-');
hold on; grid on; title('Axial loads due to air pressures')
ylabel('Axial loads (N)'); Xxlabel('Rotational Speed (rpm)');
legend('F-inlet', 'F-lowhigh', 'F-mop2', 'Ftotal');
subplot(2,1,2)
for j=1:2:size(forceThrustBearingsMatrix,1)
plot(speed, forceThrustBearingsMatrix(j,:)); hold on;
end
plot (speed,-axialForces(6, :), 'o');
grid on; title('Determination of "lift-off" transition')
ylabel('Load (N)'); xlabel('Rotational Speed (rpm)');
figure; %for getting the stiffness, Frequency ratio, and drag charts
stiffnessPlot = st if fnessMatrix (round(size (stiffnessMatrix, 1) /2), :);
FrequencyDimensional = (sqrt(stiffnessPlot ./rotormass))/(2*3. 142);
%simple linear spring-mass assumption.
FrequencyRatiooverRotationalSpeed = FrequencyDimensional. /(speed/60);
subplot(2, 1,1)
plot(speed, stiffnessMatrix)
grid on; title('Stiffness and Drag considerations with speed');
ylabel('Stiffness (N/m)'); Xxlabel('Rotational Speed (rpm)');
%subplot(3,1,2)
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Xplot (speed(1,2:numberOf Iterations), FrequencyRatioverRotationalSpeed...
(1,2:numberOf Iterations), 'o-')
%eliminating first solution from the plot 'cos it's not useful.
%grid on; %title('Natural Frequency with speed');
%ylabel('Frequency/Speed'); Yxlabel('Rotational Speed (rpm)');
subplot(2, 1,2)%
Xplot(speed,dragMatrix(round(size(dragMatrix, 1)/2),:));
%single eccen representation
plot (speed, dragMatrix) %different eccens
grid on; %title('Drag with speed');
ylabel('Drag (N)'); %xlabel('Rotational Speed (rpm)');
xlabel('Rotational Speed (rpm)')
%end of main module
A.2.3 muijderman.m
function [force, eccentricity,stiffness,drag, compress-critlfwd,
compress-crit2-fwd, compress critiaft, compresscrit2_aft, ...
center-pressure-ratio-fwd, centerpressure-ratioaft,...
unstableSpeed] = muijderman(inputSpeed,P-ambient, ...
rotor-mass, viscosity, unstableSpeed)
%This module is to design the hydrodynamic thrust bearings as indicated
%by E.A. Muijderman. This spiral groove hydrodynamic thrust bearings
7.has also been covered in Hamrock in "Fundamentals of Fluid Film
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%Lubrication (1994)"
XInitial stability calculations from Pan and Malanoski.
%Later included stability calculations from Constantinescu and Galetuse.
%This model is compiled from a previous model by Professor Kenny Breuer,
%with the excel workbook "micro bearing rig HD analysis.xls" in 1998.
%Created by Chee Wei Wong
%First version: 12/21/99. Initial version
%Second version: 03/04/00. Searching design space.
%3rd: 03/06/00. Design parameters optimized, included Pan and Malanoski.
%Fourth version: 05/15/00. Finalized design.
%5th: 05/19/00. Included Constantinescu and Galetuse's stability.
76th version: 07/03/00. Corrected expression of compression number of
% Malanoski and Pan.
%Comments and notes:
%1. All units in SI.
%2. Variable names are named after Muijderman's notation.
%3. "(variableName)_fwd" denotes forward thrust bearing;
% "(variableNamne)_aft" denotes aft thrust bearing.
74. Notation is upwards for positive eccentricity, displacement.
%5. Notation is upwards for positive force.
%6. "compressionNumberfwd" and "compressionNumber-aft" numbers
%are found in Pan and Malanoski, and Constantinescu and Galetuse.
fprintf('\nNew computation set at muijderman.m')
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%Declaration of operation ("design") variables
speed-rpm = inputSpeed;
speedhz = speed-rpm/60;
speedradsec = speedhz * 2*pi;
%Design parameters for FORWARD THRUST BEARING
k-fwd = 50; %number of grooves
h2_fwd = 1.OE-6; %bearing gap
hO-fwd = 2.4E-6; %groove depth
r2_fwd = 700E-6; Xouter radius of spiral
rlfwd = 560E-6; %inner raduis of spiral
alpha-fwd = 16; %spiral angle
gammafwd = 1.2; %ratio of ridge width/groove width
XcompressionNumberfwd =3*viscosity*speed-radsec*(r2_fwd^2-r1_fwd^2)/...
(Pambient*h2_fwd^2)
Xabove formula wrong seems rifwd^2 should NOT be included.
%See Malanoski and Pan's notes on Ri.
compressionNumberfwd =3*viscosity*speed-radsec*(r2_fwd^2)/...
(P-ambient*h2_fwd^2)
stabilityParameter-fwd = (r2_fwd-rlfwd)/r2_fwd
%Design parameters for AFT THRUST BEARING
k-aft = 50;
h2_aft = 1.OE-6;
hOaft = 2.4E-6;
r2_aft = 700E-6;
riaft = 560E-6;
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alphaaft = 16;
gammaaft = 1.2;
%compressionNumber-aft =3*viscosity*speedradsec*(r2_aft^2-r1_aft^2)/...
(P-ambient*h2.aft^2)
compressionNumber.aft =3*viscosity*speed-radsec*(r2_aft^2)/...
(P-ambient*h2_aft^2)
stabilityParameteraft = (r2_aft-rlaft)/r2_aft
%Now the loops for different displacements and different speeds
for i=1:21
disp(i) = -0.5E-6 + (i-1)*0.05E-6;
eccentricity(i) = 2*disp(i)/(h2_fwd+h2_aft);
%Forward Thrust Bearing
operating-gapfwd = h2_fwd-disp(i);
H_fwd = operating-gapfwd/ (operating-gap-fwd+hOfwd);
delta-fwd = operatinggapfwd / hO-fwd;
lambda.fwd =rlfwd / r2_fwd;
[C1,C2,g1,g2] = correctionFactors (alpha-fwd, H-fwd, gammafwd,...
lambda_fwd, k-fwd);
[centerpressure-ratiofwd,load-capacityfwd,stiffness-metricfwd,...
torque-fwd, power-fwd] = results (P-ambient,viscosity,...
speedradsec,r2_fwd,lambda-fwd,operating-gap-fwd,gl,g2,C1,C2);
Y.Nondimensional Forward Thrust Bearing Results
ratioLoadOverWeight-fwd = loadcapacity.fwd/(rotormass *9.81);
ratioStiffnessGapOverWeight-fwd = stiffness-metricfwd*...
operating-gap-fwd/(rotormass*9.81);
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%Aft Thrust Bearing
operating-gap-aft = h2_aft+disp(i);
H_aft = operatinggapaft/(operating-gap-aft+hOaft);
delta-aft = operatinggap-aft / h0_aft;
lambdaaft =rl-aft / r2_aft;
[C1,C2,g1,g2] = correctionFactors(alpha-aft, H-aft, gammaaft,...
lambda-aft, k-aft);
[center-pressure-ratioaft, load-capacityaft ,stiffness-metric_aft,...
torque-aft, power-aft] = results(P-ambient,viscosity,...
speed-radsecr2_aft,lambda-aft, operating-gap-aft,gi,g2,C1,C2);
XNondimensional Aft Thrust Bearing Results
ratioLoadOverWeight-aft = loadcapacityaft/(rotormass *9.81);
ratioStiffnessGapOverWeight-aft = stiffnessmetricaft*...
operatinggapaft/(rotor-mass*9.81);
%Overall results
force(i) = loadcapacityaft - load-capacityfwd;
nonDimensionalForceOverWeight = force(i)/(rotor-mass*9.81);
drag(i) = power-fwd + power-aft;
end
%calculating the differential stiffness values
if i<3
fprintf('no differential stiffness can be calculated\n')
fprintf('because there are too few displacement iterations.\n')
else
%stiffness = abs(diff(force,2)./diff(disp,2))
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for j=2:i-1
stiffness(j-1) = abs((force(j+1)-force(j-1)) / (disp(j+1)-disp(j-1)));
%this stiffness is a differential stiffness;
note that we have (n-2) terms
naturalFreqOverRotationalSpeed(j-1) = (sqrt(stiffness(j-1)/...
rotor-mass)/(2*pi))/speedjhz;
end
end
%here: check if number of grooves is greater than the minimum number
%for Muijderman's end effect correction to be correct. If not, then
%his end effect correlation is slightly-off and should not be used.
%From Equation 4.42, Muijderman, page 57.
testNumberGroovesfwd = 2.5*((sin(alphafwd))^2 *(2/1+gammafwd)...
+.5*sin(2*alpha-fwd))*(pi/-log(lambdafwd));
if kfwd > testNumberGroovesfwd
fprintf('Forward number of grooves are sufficient.\n');
fprintf('Muijderman end-effect-correction correctly used.\n');
else
fprintf('Forward number of grooves insufficient!');
end
testNumberGroovesaft = 2.5*((sin(alphaaft))^2 *(2/1+gamma-aft)...
+.5*sin(2*alpha-aft))*(pi/-log(lambda-aft));
if kaft > testNumberGrooves-aft
fprintf('Aft number of grooves are sufficient.\n');
fprintf('Muijderman end-effect-correction correctly used.\n');
else
fprintf('Aft number of grooves insufficient!');
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end
%Dynamic stability calcution
%ideally, this should be outside this script since it'sran many times.
%but i wanted to keep the design parameters in this chart, instead of a
%separately loaded file.
%from Constantinescu and Galetuse, 1987 and 1990.
[compress-critlfwd, compress-crit2_fwd] = dStability(h2-fwd,hOfwd,...
alpha-fwd,gamnma-fwd,r2_fwd,rl-fwd, k-fwd);
[compress.critl._aft, compress_crit2_ aft] = dStability(h2_aft ,hOaft, ...
alpha.aft,gammaaftr2_aft,rlaft, k.aft);
if (unstableSpeed == -1)
%forward thrust bearing
%note that the compression number (for C.&G.) is identical to
% that from Pan and Malanoski.
if (compressionNumber-fwd>compress critljfwd) I ...
(compressionNumber-fwd>compress-crit2_fwd)
fprintf('Dynamic stability boundary exceeded in Forward Thrust...
Bearing. Unstable.\n')
%fprintf ('The speed at which dynamic stability is exceeded is:')
unstableSpeed = speed-rpm
compressionNumberfwd
end
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%aft thrust bearing
*note that the compression number (for C.&G.) is identical to
Xthat from Pan and Malanoski.
if (compressionNumber-aft>compress critl.aft) .
(compressionNumber-aft>compress-crit2_aft)
fprintf('Dynamic stability boundary exceeded in Aft Thrust...
Bearing. Unstable .\n')
%fprintf ('The speed at which dynamic stability is exceeded is:')
unstableSpeed = speed-rpm
compressionNumber-aft
end
end
A.2.4 correctionFactors.m
function [C1,C2,gl,g2] = correctionFactors(alpha,H,gamma,lambda,k)
%This method returns the four correction factors suggested by
XMuijderman. These correction factors are also tabled by Hamrock (1994)
%in Figure 16.7 (page 348).
%This method supports the main module "hydrodyamic.m"'
%Created by Chee Wei Wong
%12/21/99
%the below variables are for testing the model
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Xalpha = 17;
%H = .43;
%gamma = 1;
%lambda = .80;
%k = 50;
C1 =(exp(-(2/(1+gamma))*(1+gamma*H^3)/(1+H^3)*pi/k*(1-alpha/90)*...
tan(pi*alpha/180)) - lambda^2*exp((2/(1+gamma))*(1+gamma*H^ 3)/...
(1+H^3)*pi/k*(1-alpha/90)*tan(pi*alpha/180)))/(1-lambda^2);
C2 =(exp(-2*(2/(1+gamma))*(1+gamma*H^3)/(1+H^3)*pi/k*(1-alpha/90)*...
tan(pi*alpha/180)) - lambda^4*exp(2*(2/(1+gamma))*(1+gamma*H^3)/...
(1+H^3) *pi /k* (1-alpha/90) *tan (pi *alpha/ 180)))/(1-lambda^4) ;
gi =(gamma*H^2*(/tan(alpha*pi/180))*(1-H)*(1-H^3))/(((1+gamma*H^3)*...
(gamma+H^3))+(H^3*(1/(tan(alpha*pi/180))^-2)*(1+gamma)^2));
g2 =((gamma+H)+(3*gamma*H*(1-H)^2*(1+gamma*H^3))/((1+gamma*H^3)*...
(gamma+H^3)+H^3*(1/(tan(alpha*pi/180))^2)*(1+gamma)^2))/(1+gamma);
A.2.5 results.m
function [center-pressure-ratio,loadcapacity,stiffness-metric,...
torque,power] = results(P-ambientviscosity,speed-radsec,...
r2,lambda,operating-gap,gi,g2,Cl,C2)
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%This method computes the dimensional values form Muijderman.
%The values are found from "Chapter 5: Formulae for various types
%of spiral groove thrust bearings" at "Spiral Groove Bearings" by
%Muijderman, 1966. Reference is at page 63-65.
XThis method supports the main module "hydrodyamic.m"
%Created by Chee Wei Wong
%12/21/99
MHere's the formulaes
%pressure at inner radius ri (with outer radius fixed at ambient)
centerpressureratio = (P-ambient+(3*viscosity*speedradsec*r2^2*...
(1-lanbda^2) /operatinggap^2) *gl*C) /P-ambient;
%load capacity of spiral grooves
loadcapacity = (3*pi*viscosity*speed-radsec*r2^4/(2*operating-gap^2...
))*(1-lambda^4)*g1*C2;
%stiffess of spiral grooves
stiffness-metric = 2*loadcapacity/operating-gap;
%not much reason for the factor of 2.
%resulting torque or power/drag on rotor.
torque = 1E6*pi*viscosity*speed-radsec*r2^4*(1-lambda^4)*g2/...
(2*operating-gap); %torque in [Nmx10^6]
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power = torque*speed-radsec/1E6;
A.2.6 dStability.m
function [compress-critl, compress-crit2] = dStability(h2,hO,alpha,...
gamma,r2,rl,k)
%This simulation is from Constantinescu and Galetuse (C.&G)
%Journal Of Tribology Jan 1987 Vol.109/183 and
%Journal Of Tribology Oct 1990 Vol.112/734.
%First created by Chee Wei Wong, May 19th 2000.
%Comments:
Xcompress-critl is the compression number for a partially-grooves
Xspiral groove bearing. compres-crit2 is the compression number for a
%spiral groove bearing with transverse flow. Our designed SPG provides
Xmore load and stiffness than these two models.
%And, since the compressioncrit of (spiral groove bearing with
%transverse flow)is also larger than (partially-grooves spiral groove
%bearing) and the load& stiffness is better, we MIGHT expect our model
%to have a larger compressioncrit than both, since our model has more
%load and stiffness than both these models.
%getting the rest of the geometries
hi = hO + h2; %groove depth + thrust bearing gap
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h1b = h1/h2; hibar in Constantinescu and Galetuse
h2b = h2/h2; %(equals to one,
%under static conditions for calculation in C.&G)
b = 2*3.142*r2/k; %total groove and ridge width
bi = b/(i+gamma); %groove width
b2 = b-bl; %ridge width
bib = bi/b; Xbibar in Constantinescu and Galetuse
beta = (180-alpha)*3.142/180;
%spiral angle in Constantinescu and Galetuse, in radians.
delta-b = hib-h2b;
Rgb = ri/r2;
Rib = 0.6*r2/r2; %taking the hydrostatic nozzles at slightly inside
%the inner of the spiral grooves. therefore, 60%
%testing these equations with C.&.G's plots.
%beta_= 2.836; bib=0.6;Rgb=0.475;
%computing the co-factors
fro = (hlb^3 + bib*(1-bib)*(hib^3-1)^2 * sin(beta) * sin(beta)) /...
((1-b1b)*h1b^3 + bib);
fso = (hib^3-1)/ ((i-bib)*hib^3 + bib);
fu = 2*bib * (1-bib) * deltab * sin(beta);
fse = -3 * (deltab * (1+delta_b)^2)/ ((i-bib)*(1+delta_b)^3 +bib)^2;
tempi = (1+delta-b)^2*(bb+(1-bib)*(i+delta-b)^4);
temp2 = (1-bib)*(1+deltab)^8 - (2-b1b)*(1+deltab)^6;
temp3 = 2*bib*(i+delta-b)^5 + 2*(1-bib)*(1+deltab)^3 - (1+bib)*...
(1+deltab)^2 +bib;
A = 3*(tempi + bib*(1-bib)*sin(beta)*sin(beta)*(temp2 + temp3));
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fre = A /( (1-blb)*(l+delta-b)^3+blb)^2;
Xcomputing the AO, Al, A2, A3, A4 factors for partially-grooved
%inward pumping spiral groove bearing.
AO = fro/(l-Rgb^4);
Al = 1 + (blb*delta-b*(l-Rgb^2)/(l+Rgb^2));
A2 = (fre/fro) - (fse/fso);
A3 = 1;
A4 = 1;
compresscriti = (4*AO) / (fu*fso*abs(cos(beta))*(Al*A2-A3*A4));
Xcomputing the AO, Al, A2, A3, A4 factors for inward pumping
%spiral groove bearing with transverse flow.
AO = ((0.3*Rib*fro/(Rgb-Rib)) + 1/(l-Rgb^2)) * (1-Rib^2);
Al = 1-Rgb^2 + ((Rgb-Rib)*(7.2*Rgb+3.2*Rib)/6) + (2/3)*blb*deltab* ...
(Rgb-Rib)*(1.8*Rgb+0 .8*Rib);
temp4 = fre + 10*(Rgb-Rib)/(Rib*(l-Rgb^2));
temp5 = fro + 3.33*(Rgb-Rib)/(Rib*(l-Rgb^2));
A2 = (temp4/temp5 - fse/fso)*Rib^2;
A3 = 1-Rgb^2 + (Rgb-Rib)*(7.2*Rgb+3.2*Rib)/6;
A4 = (0.3*Rib*fro + (Rgb-Rib)/(l-Rgb^2)) / (0.7*fro + Rgb*(Rgb-Rib)/...
(1-Rgb));
compress _ crit2 = (4*AO) / (fu*fso*abs(cos(beta))*(Al*A2-A3*A4));
Appendix B
MicroBearing Rig Fabrication and
Experimentation
B.1. MODIFIED FABRICATION PROCESS FLOW
B.1 Modified Fabrication Process Flow
[Adapted from Frechette's Version 1.3 and 1.4]
Fabrication Process Flow for Motor-Compressor Bearing Rig, ver 1.5
Differences from ver 1.3: Last updated 24/05/00
Updated rotor flow based on tethered-motor and bearing-rig: Chee Wei: Edited from Luc Frechette's and CC Un's initial process flow
Oxide protection against STS back side pitting: Modified rotor flow
Photoresist back coat protection against AME5000 scratching ; More complete process information (Stator and STS recipes)
New FEP and AEP masks to prevent effect of pitting and side-wall etching
Differences from motor-compressor, verIA.4:
Adapted motor-compressor process flow ver 1.4 for bearing rig:
Shift shallow etches from rotor plate to AEP; Ready for journal-first approach, but using FEP-RP snap-off tabs
Differences from micro-benring, ver.5:
Adapted motor-compressor process flow of bearing rig for hydrodynamic thrust bearings:
Added 10 masks for hybrid hydrodynamic or solely hydrodynamic thrust bearings.
Moved hydrostatic nozzles of hybrid hydrodynamic bearing rig inwards to give more action for spiral groove bearings.
Common process steps
Thick Photo (in TRL)
HMDS
Coster: adapt spin speed for desired thickness
Pre-bake
Ksaligner2: adapt time according to thickness
Develop: adapt time according to thickness
Post-bake
Thin Photo (in TRL)
HMDS
Coater: adapt spin speed for desired thickness
Pre-bake
Ksaligner2: adapt time according to thickness
Develop: adapt time according to thickness
Post-bake
Abionment marks
Thin Photo (or ICL photo)
Etcher-1 (or AME, but must then add back coat)
Asher
Bond handle wafer
Coater
Contact device wafer to quartz handle wafer (use jig)
Compress rim area (pressing with a swab on each side)
Post-bake
std: 17min
Resist: AZ4260
Spin: as @ 1700, 60s @ [speed], IOs @ 7000rpm
Manual static dispense, finish w/ swab edge wipe
ihr @90C
power 6.0
AZ440 MIF
1hr @ 11OC (small oven)
std: 17mn
Resist: OCG825
Spin: 6s @ 500, 6s @ 750, 30s @ 2500rpm (for hum)
Automatic dynamic dispense, finish w/ swab edge wipe
0.5hr @ 90C
power 6.0, 45sec for 1 um
OGC934, 2-2.5min for lum
O.Shr @ 120C
standard thin photo-resist (Ium)
1-2um deep
Attach quartz handle wafer prior to postbake
Resist: AZ4260
Spin: as @ 1700, 60s @ [speed], 1Os @ 7000rpm
1-2cm rim, w/ swab edge wipe and open channels across rim
same bake step as device resist
Back coat Protect the backside of wafer with PR during handling
After develop, before post-bake: spin standard thin resist on backside of wafer, using the teflon chuck
Oxide protective coating
Piranha
Concept 1
Densification (tube B6 in ICL)
ICL
0.1um thick novellus oxide, unless otherwise noted
1100 C for I hr
Figure B-1: Fabrication Process Flow for Motor-Compressor Bearing rig Version 1.5-
Common Process Steps. [Adapted from Frechette [31]]
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Forward Foundation Plate (A):
Wafer: Silicon <100>, n-type prime, thickness-450um, double-side polls)
Measure wafer bow and thickness
Alignment marks (front side) - expose all the mask for writing
Alignment marks (back side)
Oxide protective coating (front side)
Deep SI etch through wafer: 450um (back side)
Thick Photo - IR (hide align. marks) + Handle wafer
STS
Piranha
Forward End Plate (B):
Wafer: Silicon <1 00>, n-type prime, thickness-450 um, double-side polis
Measure wafer bow and thickness
Alignment marks (front side)
Shallow Si etch for FTB overall gap: 1.Oum (back side)
Thin Photo - IR (expose alignment marks) + coat back
AME5000 "UNDOPED-POLY-ETCH" 1.um deep
Mask AO-Marks-1; expose all the mask
Mask AO-Marks-1; expose only the alignment marks
0.1 um (standard)
Mask Alb-Foundation-1 (dark field)
TRL thid resist. AZ4620 12um thick
450um (through wafer), MIT69 (-3:35) + MIT48 for last 10min
hed
Mask AO-Marks-1; expose only the alignment marks
Mask B 1b-FTB-Gap (dark field)
standard thin photo-resist (lum)
(previous 1.5um was -175s; use monitor to set time; time to be determined)
Piranha ICL strip bath
Shallow Si etch for FTB hydrostatic-only gap: 0.5um (back side) Mask 57b-hd-hydrostatic-gap (dark field)
Thin Photo - IR (expose alignment marks) + coat back standard thin photo-resist (1um)
AME5000 "UNDOPED-POLY-ETCH" 0.5um deep (previous 1.5um was -175s; use monitor to set time; time to be determined)
Piranha ICL strip bath
Shallow Si etch for FTB hydrodynamic spiral grooves: 2.0-2.4um (2.2 prw Mask Bfb-hd-spiralgrooves (dark field)
Thin Photo - IR (expose alignment marks) + coat back photo-resist thickness to be determined
AME5000 "UNDOPED-POLY-ETCH" 2.2urn deep (previous 1.5um was -175s; use monitor to set time; time to be determined)
Piranha ICL strip bath
Shallow SI etch for Tip Clearance : 12.5um, (back side) Mask B2b-ip-clearance (dark field)
Thick Photo (hide alignment marks) + coat back TRL thick resist AZ4620 Bum thick
STS "UNDOPED-POLY-ETCH" 12.5um deep (-1450 s, use monitor to set time)
Piranha ICL
Deep Si etch for collector and FTB plenum: 350um (front side) Mask B5-hd-Collector-3 (dark field)
Thick Photo (hide alignment marks) + coat back (protect from residu TRL thick resist: AZ4620 1 Dum thick
STS 350um deep, MIT59 (-2h40)
Piranha
Oxide protective coating (front side)
Deep Si etch for FTB orifices: 100um (back side)
Thick Photo (hide alignment marks) + handle wafer
STS
Piranha
Rotor Plate (C):
Water: Silicon <100>, n-type prime, thickness.450um, double-side polisl
Measure wafer bow and thickness
Alignment marks (front side)
Alignment marks (back side) - Send to EV for aligned exposure
Following steps may be modified for the joumal-first approach:
Deep Si etch for blades: 150um (front side)
Thick Photo (hide alignment marks)
STS
Piranha
Bond B-C to create rotor combo
RCA dean in TRL
EV aligner/bonder
Anneal in TRL tube A2
Deep Si etch for journal: 300um (back side)
Thick Photo (hide alignment marks) + handle wafer and PR ring
STS
Piranha
BOE to remove the front side oxide on FEP
TRL
Thicker then standard: >0.5 um to prevent back side pitting: lum, 450C.
Mask B4b-hd-orifices-3 (dark feld)
TRL thick resist: AZ4620 Sum thick
100um deep, MIT59 (-1h45)
TRL
hed
Mask AO-Marks-1; expose only the alignment marks
EV has a mask with the 3um wide, 72mm apart alignment marks
Mask C6-Turbine-2 (dark field)
TRL thick resist: AZ4620 Bum thick
150um deep, MIT51 (-55min) - recipe used for ubearing rig
TRL or ICL
Aligned and contact 8 to C; bond with "minustwo" recipe
1100 C for 1hr
Mask C7-Joumal (dark field)
TRL thick resist: AZ4620 1 Oum thick
300um deep, through wafer, taliored recipe
TRL
1min per 1000A
Figure B-2: Fabrication Process Flow for Motor-Compressor Bearing rig Version 1.5-Part
1. [Adapted from Fr&chette [31]]
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Aft End Plate (D)
Wafer: Silicon <100>, n-type prime, thickness=450um, double-side polished
Alignment marks (back side) Mask AO-Marks- ; expose only the alignment marks
Shallow SI etch for ATB overall gap: 1.0um (front side) Mask Clb-A TB-gap (dark field)
Thin Photo - IR (expose alignment marks) + coat back standard thin photo-resist (lum)
AME5000 "UNDOPED-POLY-ETCH" 1.0um deep (previous 1.5um was -175s; use monitor to set time; time to be determined)
Piranha TRL or ICL strip bath
Shallow Si etch for ATB hydrostatic-only gap: 0.5un (front side) Mask DlO-ld-hydrostaffc-gap (dark field)
Thin Photo - IR (expose alignment marks) + coat back standard thin photo-resist (Ium)
AMESOO "UNDOPED-POLY-ETCH O.Sum deep (previous 1.5um was -175s; use monitor to set time; time to be determined)
Piranha ICL strip bath
Shallow SI etch for ATB hydrodynamic spiral grooves: 2.0-2.4um (2.2 pr- Mask D9-hd-spiralgroovas (dark field)
Thin Photo - IR (expose alignment marks) + coat back photo-resist thickness to be determined
AME5000 "UNDOPED-POLY-ETCH" 2.2um deep (time to be determined, use monitor to set time)
Piranha
Shallow Si etch for pits: 8.5um gap (frontside)
Thin Photo (hide alignment marks) + coat back
AME5000 or STS UNDOPED-POLY-ETCH" B.Sum deep
Piranha
Deep Si etch for aft piping: 350um (back side)
Thick Photo (hide alignment marks)
STS
Piranha
Oxide protective coating (front side)
Deep Si etch for ATB orifices: 100um (front side)
Thick Photo (hide alignment marks) + handle wafer
STS
Piranha
ICL strip bath
Mask C2b-Rot-pis (dark field)
standard thin photo-resist (Ium)
process time to be determined.
TRL or ICL strip bath
Mask Db-lhd-Piping-3 (dark field)
TRL thick resist: AZ4620 1 Oum thick
350um deep, MIT59 (-2:15hrs)
TRL
Thicker then standard: >0.5um to prevent back side pitting
Mask D7-hd-Orifices-3 (dark faid)
TRL thick resist: AZ4620 Bum thick (5000rpm)
100um deep, MIT59 (-1:30 hrs)
TRL
Aft Foundation Plate (E)
Wafer: Silicon <100>, n-type prime, thickness-450um, double-side polished
Alignment marks (front side) Mask AO-Marks-1; expose only the alignment marks
Alignment marks (back side) Mask AO-Marks-1; expose only the alignment marks
oxide protection of back side (optional, aesthetic only) 0.1um (standard)
Deep Si etch for holes: 200um (back side) Mask E2b-Foundafion (dark field)
Thick Photo (hide alignment marks) TRL thick resist AZ4620 1 Oum thick
STS 200um deep, MIT59 (-1h30)
Piranha TRL
Deep Si etch for aft piping: 250um Mask E1-hd-Piping-2 (dark field)
Thick Photo - (hide alignment marks) TRL thick resist: AZ4620 IOum thick
STS 250um deep, MIT59 (-2h00)
Piranha TRL
Device assembly and completion
Bond entire stack in one process
Asher In TRL
Piranha
RCA clean
EV aligner, silicon-direct-bonding
EV aligner, silicon-direct-bonding
EV aligner, silicon-direct-bonding
EV Bonder (this step was not done on first 2 MCBR builds)
Inspect alignment visually before anneal
Anneal in TRL tube A2
(order of wafers can be inverted, if desired)
To completely clear photoresist from small features
TRL
TRL
Contact A-BC by Inserting A first. Don't remove from aligner
Contact ABC-D by resending ABC back In, then inserting D
Contact ABCD-E by resending ABCE back in, then inserting E
Bond stack with "minustwo" recipe, to improve contact
Speed sensor contacts, inlet tabs,
1100 C for ihr
Separate dies
Die saw
Rotor release
Snap-off tabs After flow characterizalon
Figure B-3: Fabrication Process Flow for Motor-Compressor Bearing rig Version 1.5-Part
2. [Adapted from Frchette [31]]
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B.2 New Mask Descriptions and Sample CAD Draw-
ings
MCBR15 Mask Set Description 24/5/00
Extension of MC14 masks set to include hybrid hydrodynamic thrust bearings
B6b-hd-spiralgrooves-df
Included spiral grooves for hydrodynamic action. From Matlab model. Etch depth
of 2.0 to 2.4um with 2.2um preferred.
B5-hd-collector-3-df
Moved plenum inwards since hydrostatic nozzles moved inwards (positioned at
0.4mm radii).
B4b-hd-orifices-3-dfc
Move hydrostatic nozzles inwards so as to leave hydrodynamic action possible.
Nozzle size still 7um on the mask.
B7b-hd-hydrostatic-gap-df
Second additional shallow etch to produce a different shallow etch depth from the
gap of the spiral groove bearings. This etch is at 1.5um (total from new wafer) with
tight tolerances.
Blb-ftb-gap-df
No change in mask except that etch depth is now 1.Oum with very tight tolerance.
D1O-hd-hydrostatic-gap-df
Similar to forward thrust bearings, a separate 1.5um (total, from new wafer) etch
depth from hydrostatic modelling.
D7-hd-orifices-3-df
Similar to forward thrust bearings, moved nozzles inwards for sufficient place for
hydrodynamic thrust bearing to function.
D9-hd-spiralgrooves-df
Similar to forward thrust bearings, a shallow etch of groove (2.0-2.4um, with 2.2um
preferred).
D8b-hd-piping-3-df
Move ATB plenum since hydrostatic nozzles have moved inwards.
El-hd-piping-2-df
Needed to move the deep etch for the exhaust since plenum moved too.
Figure B-4: Mask set description for MCBR15 that implements the hydrodynamic thrust
bearing.
.~ $.
~KK
114O u
Figure B-5: Sample mask drawing: D9-hd-spiralgrooves-df-Spiral groove bearings on the
aft thrust bearing.
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15,00mm
Figure B-6: Sample mask drawing: B4b-hd-orifices-3-df-Backside FEP with nozzles shifted
(Adapted from Frdchette).
I
...........
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0
0
15,00mm
Figure B-7: Sample mask drawing: D7-hd-orifices-3-df-Frontside AEP with nozzles shifted
(Adapted from Frechette).
I
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B.3 Fabrication checklists
Motor Compressor Bearing Rig Fabrication Summary Sheet
Build - ; Start Date -; End Date ___
Position in FbricationStatu.
Wafer Level j ID number wafer o In Process Copbox Proess Comleted Ifor Build Cmet
Forward
Foundation
Plate (FFP)
Forward
End
Plate (FEP)
Rotor
Plate (RP)
Aft
End
Plate (AEP)
Aft
Foundation
Plate (AFP)
Figure B-8: Wafers summary in fabrication.
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Forward Foundation Plate Checklist
o Wafer: Silicon <100>, n-type prime, double-side polished, 450um thickness.
o Wafer ID number: ___ ; Position in box:
o Wafer Bow: ; Wafer Thickness:
o Oxide Protective Coating (0. lum).
o Deep Etch-through-holes: 450um.
Forward End Plate Checklist
" Wafer: Silicon <100>, n-type prime, double-side polished, 450um thickness.
o Wafer ID number: ___ ; Position in box:
o Wafer Bow: ; Wafer Thickness:
o Oxide Protective Coating (0.lum).
o First Shallow Etch for thrust bearing gap: (1.0um datum backside).
o For hydrodynamic hybrid: Second Shallow Etch for hydrostatic-only gap: (1.5um datum backside).
o For hydrodynamic hybrid: Third Shallow Etch for spiral grooves: (3.4um datum backside).
o Fourth Shallow Etch for tip clearance: (12.5um datum backside).
o Deep Etch for collector and plenum: (350um frontside) ; Deep Etch for nozzle: (100um backside).
o Nozzle size at 10.Oum (frontside) and 10.5um (backside).
o All nozzles punched through.
> Bold dimensions indicate crucial dimensions for Motor Compressor Bearing Rig.
> All dimensions, otherwise stated, indicate depth or height.
> "datum" indicates from original surface of wafer before processing.
Figure B-9: Forward Foundation Plate and Forward End Plate checklists.
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Rotor Plate Checklist
o Wafer: Silicon <100>, n-type prime, double-side polished, 450um thickness.
o Wafer ID number: ____ ; Position in box:
o Wafer Bow: ; Wafer Thickness:
o Oxide Protective Coating (0.lum).
o (Frontside-Alignment-Mark) to (Backside-Alignment-Mark) misalignment: ±O.5um.
Frontside
o Blade (deep-etch; frontside) mask misalignment: ±1.Oum
o Blade deep etch (150um) non-uniformity variation: 0.5um center dies; <2.Oum edge dies.
Backside
u Journal bearing (deep etch; backside) mask misalignment: ±1.Oum
o No defects at journal bearing after photo and resist development.
o Journal bearing clearance: (10.0um frontside).
o Journal bearing straight vertical walls: -0.2um tapering for 100um deep etch.
> Bold dimensions indicate crucial dimensions for Motor Compressor Bearing Rig.
Figure B-10: Rotor Plate checklist
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Aft End Plate Checklist
o Wafer: Silicon <100>, n-type prime, double-side polished, 450um thickness.
o Wafer ID number: _ ; Position in box:
o Wafer Bow: ; Wafer Thickness:
o Oxide Protective Coating (0.lum).
o First Shallow Etch for thrust bearing gap: (1.Oum frontside).
o For hydrodynamic hybrid: Second Shallow Etch for hydrostatic-only gap: (1.5um datum frontside).
o For hydrodynamic hybrid: Third Shallow Etch for spiral grooves: (3.4um datum frontside).
o Fourth Shallow Etch for generator gap: (8.5um datum frontside).
o Deep Etch for collector and plenum: (350um backside).
o Deep Etch for nozzle: (100um backside, 10.0um nozzle diameter).
o All nozzles punched through.
Aft Foundation Plate Checklist
o Wafer: Silicon <100>, n-type prime, double-side polished, 450um thickness.
o Wafer ID number: ___ ; Position in box:
o Wafer Bow: ; Wafer Thickness:
o Oxide Protective Coating (0. lum).
o Deep Etch-aft-piping: 250um frontside.
o Deep Etch-holes: 200um backside.
> Bold dimensions indicate crucial dimensions for Motor Compressor Bearing Rig.
> All dimensions, otherwise stated, indicate depth or height.
> "datum" indicates from original surface of wafer before processing.
Figure B-11: Aft End Plate and Aft Foundation Plate checklists.
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B.4 Experimental Preparation Checklist
Test Procedure for Motor Compressor Bearing Rig
0 Motor Compressor Bearing Rig number: _ ; Date started test preparation:
Wafer Die-Saw
u Follow die-saw procedures in handbook beside the die-saw machine.
o Without removing die-saw UV tape, wash out silicon slurry along each die's edges
o Remove die-saw UV tape after at least 30s UV exposure.
Static Flow testing
o Characterize Aft Thrust Bearing and Forward Thrust Bearing flowrates. Keep thrust bearings
pressurized equally, if possible, to reduce stress on tabs.
o Characterize journal bearing flowrates.
Breaking-off Tabs
o All tabs fragments are visually seen outside package after breaking off tabs.
o All tab pillars at root.
o Inverted "blow-out" test to get rid of residual tab fragments.
Free flow testing
o Set both thrust bearings at equal increments for initial test (from 0-100psi).
o Characterize each thrust bearing, finding optimal equilibrium for "float" position.
o Seek operating limits for each thrust bearing.
o Characterize journal bearing free-rotor flowrates.
Before actual run
o Check N2/air cylinder on I' level GTL for possible 6-8 hours operation
o Check for fluidic leakage on the test rig piping.
o Check pressure transducers and mass flow controllers have the physical ranges as required, and that
this is reflected on the data acquisition configuration. Supply voltage to these instruments at 8.OV.
o Re-zero pressure transducers (with data acquisition system) and mass flow controllers/meters (with
the zeroing knob on the controllers/meters.
o Position and insert optical sensor probe without strain on die; push sensor against entry hole if needed.
Tune optical sensor supply voltage to 12.OV.
o If using potentiometer for control of mass flow, set supply voltage to potentiometer at 5.OV. Unplug
main air piping to the rig and turn up potentiometer to set mass flow controller valve open. (There will
be a sudden increase in mass flow.) Plug main air piping back.
o Seek favorable square-wave signal (by positioning optical sensor) and confirm signal response
frequency.
3 Calibrate frequency-to-voltage converter against spectrum analyzer signal, if needed. Switch to "hi-range" when speed
above 100,000rpm.
After actual run
o Check calibration of mass flow controllers and pressure transducers, especially ones for low and high plenums of Motor
Compressor Bearing Rig.
Figure B-12: Preparation checklist of fabricated dies for testing.
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Figure B-14: Control panel of data acquisition module-Part 2.
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Figure B-15: General overview of the module to acquire low speed (1kHZ) run-time data-
Frame 0.
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Appendix C
Operation results of MicroBearing Rig
C.1 Static and Free flow testings of the MicroBearing
Rig
Illustrated here is the summary of the static and free flow testing of the Microbearing rig
before actual operation. We note that the flowrates of the thrust bearings in the many devices
are similar to each other and, while flowrates in the Low/High plenums of the journal bearing
may be dissimilar, this difference in flowrates sometimes do correct themselves out upon
opeartion. Indeed, some dies have large differences in Low/High journal bearing flowrates,
but spin up pretty well.
C.2 Sample natural frequency spectra of interest
C.2. SAMPLE NATURAL FREQUENCY SPECTRA OF INTEREST
Forward Thrust Bearing
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Figure C-1: Summary of the fixed rotor thrust bearing flowrates, in correspondence with
Figure 3-5.
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Free flow on Aft Thrust Bearing
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Figure C-2: Summary of the released rotor thrust bearing flowrates, in MicroBearing Build
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Waterfall on mcbr4-9 dataset 2:31
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Figure C-3: A waterfall plot of frequency spectra, showing the integer multiples of the
synchronous speed.
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Frequency spectra time comparisons
MCBR 4-2 r5m4c: 26th April 2000 - initial frequency spectrum
Sampling rate - 1,250,000 samples/sec -- Frequency spectrum after 3 mins
--- ---- --- --- ---- -------- ---- --- --- - - --- ---- --- -----
Frequency resolution - 38 Hz.
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Figure C-4: Time dependence of the natural frequency.
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Frequency spectrum depicting crossing over of fundamental frequency
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Figure C-6: A sample frequency spectrum delineating crossing the fundamental natural
frequency, effected by increases in axial differential pressure.
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C.3 Other windowing procedures
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Figure C-7: Comparision of five windowing procedures.
Appendix D
Hydrodynamic thrust
bearing-Design results
D.1. SUMMARY OF DESIGN GEOMETRIES AND RESULTS
D.1 Summary of design geometries and results
Forward Thrust Bearing (at 200,000 rpm)
Design Geometries Resultant performance parameters
Number of grooves, k 50 Compression number 5.6
Bearing gap (um) 1. 0 (tight) Stability Parameter 0.20
Groove Depth (um) 2 .4 (2.0-2.4)
Outer groove radius (um) 700
Inner groove radius (um) 560
Groove spiral angle 160
Ratio of groove-ridge widths 1.2
Aft Thrust Bearing (at 200,000 rpm)
Design Geometries Resultant performance parameters
Number of grooves, k 50 Compression number 5.6
Bearing gap (um) 1.0 Stability Parameter 0.20
Groove Depth (um) 2 .4 (2.0-2 .4)
Outer groove radius (um) 700
Inner groove radius (um) 560
Groove spiral angle 160
Ratio of groove-ridge widths 1.2
Combined performance of both FIB and ATB (at 200,000 rpm)
Load capacity @50% eccentricity (N) 0.0572
Load capacity @zero eccentricity (N) 0.0
Stiffness (N/m) @50% eccentricity 1.63E05
Stiffness (N/m) @zero eccentricity 9.34E04
Wn/rotational speed @50% eccentricity 6.82
Wn/rotational speed @zero eccentricity 5.16
Drag (W) @50% eccecntricity 0.0036
Drag (W) @zero eccecntricity 0.0028
Figure D-1: Summary of optimized design and performances.
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D.2. MAIN AND END-EFFECT CORRECTION FACTORS
D.2 Main and end-effect correction factors
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Figure D-2: Representation of
angle a.
Main Correction Factor at various groove angles
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